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CITY IS PLANNED
Approval On
Rental Units
Is Given

State Employment
Exams To Be Held
Here On July 26

FRANKFORT, Ky., July 8 —
CAnmissilner Ralph Howe an
nounced today the Personnel
A "Dog Ordinance" for the council that such an ordinance
Department is actively recruitCity of Murray will be propos- was needed for the city and
ing new talent for positions in
ed at-the next meeting of the that the ordinance now in effect
Preceding the City Council Kentucky State Government Murray City Council. A long in Mayfield was about what was
meeting last night, two public Many positions in state govern. discussion last night indicated needed for Murray.
hearings were held. One was ment,, require an applicant to that it was the concenus of the
Buddy Hewitt, Chairman of
held at 7:00 p.m. on the desir- take a Merit Examination in
the Special Problems Commitability of-adding fifty additional order to qualify for employtee of the Council made a relow rent housing units for the ment
port on an investigation confor
state
emExaminations
elderly. E. W. Riley, vice-chairducted by he and Mayor Holmes
man of the Murray Municipal ployment are scheduled for July
Ellis. Hewitt said that the manHousing Commission and L. D. 26, 1969, at Murray.
ner in which the city of MayDear Mr. Williams:
seeking
a
job
must
A
person
Miller, Executive Director of
field handled dogs within the
Quite possibly you "know all city seemed to be the most
the Commission, were present have his application on file in
for the hearing. No one spoke the Personnel Office 10 day.i about this. If not; you, and logical way for Murray.
In opposition to the added pub- prior to the examination date some of your readers might be
He told the council that in
Applications for employment interested. A shower of meteolic housing.
Mayfield stray dogs are picked
Miller told the council that and complete information con rite fragments fell to earth a up by a person hired for this
the Commission now operates cerning all examinations, in- few miles east of Murray the purpose. They are taken to a
142 low rent units with 80 of cluding minimum qualification night of Sept. 20th, 1950. Most local veterinarian and housed
them for the elderly. He said requirements, may be obtained of the pieces that were found for seven days. If someone dehe has a backlog of approxi- from local Kentucky Employ- came from around Wildcat sires to pick up a dog at the
mately 50 elderly persons de- ment Service Offices or the De• Creek on Kentucky Lake. The veterinarian's clinic, the dog is
partment of Personnel in Frank- biggest one landed only 26 feet
siring units.
given a rabies shot. The person
from the home of Mr. Ernest must pay $2.00 for the shot and
Only one vacancy in the eld- fort.
Completed
applications
should
puncturBarnett. A smaller one
4srly units has occurred since
the licensing fee, and the ani1965. Miller reviewed the qua- be forwarded to the Department ed the roof of the Wilkinson mal is given free.
lifications for living in the low of Personnel, Division of Re- home. Large and small chunks
If no one claims a dog within
rent units and indicated that cruitment and Examinations, were picked up over an area --seven days, the dog is then
the neu units would be con- New Capitol Annex Building, of at least 3 square miles. It "put to sleep" and disposed of.
Frankfort 40601. A notice an- was thought at the time that
In Mayfield the city pays the
(Continued On Page Tan)
nouncing the time and place of the biggest mass might have
the examinations will be mailed landed south of Pottertown ,veterinarian $2.00 per day for
boarding the dog, and an addto the qualified applicants.
but, if so, it was never recov- itional $2.00 in case
the dog
ered.
must be disposed of. The perAll this is ancient history I son who is hired
to pick up
write now to report the fact stray dogs receives
a monthly
that a paper on the composition salary.
of the "Murray meteorite" won
Hewitt said that the two loa $250 prize for being one of cal veterinarians have
indicatthe two best student papers on ed they
will board animals at
written
in
1966-6'1
Final rites for Harold Vernon meteorites
the rate of $1.50 per day for
Hopkins were held „today at The paper was written by Don- four days with the rabies shot
Three persons were injured three p.m. at the Scotts Grove ald P. Elston while a student at costing $2.00.
in a one car accident at Almo Baptist Church with Dr. Billy the University of Arizona. Mr.
Disposal of an animal will
Elston's paper has to do main- cost $2,00.
st night about 11 o'clock.
Grey Hurt,...Rev. Loyd W'
iseasonyet were firsarvugit
Ind Marv. 7
.
. 47. 11.7modisnsor
jects Wi
De-ter Route One, age 19,
financed partially by a licenrcomposition of the Murray me- ing fee, for
Glorie Childress, Dexter, age
those animals obteorite could have formed in tained from the
16, and Dennis Brown, Dexter
Honorary pallbearers were
veterinarian,
space.
Route One, age 20.
of $2.00 for male animals and
Larry Woodall, Purdom Lovett,
interesting
be
very
It
would
Officials at the Murray-Cal$3.00 for female dogs. A perJoe Ford, H. E. Ford, Rudy
to know whether additional son getting a dog
loway County Hospital said Tidfrom the vetLovett, Lemon Lovett, Damon
pieces of this meteorite have
well had lecerations, was aderinarian would pay this fee
Mathis, Donnie Chapman, and
years.
The
been
found
in
recent
mitted, and later released. Miss
Joe Dee Hopkins. Active pall- oigger chunks probably buried plus the cost of the rabies shot.
Childress had lacerations and
Included in the ordinance will
bearers were Vernon Cohoon,
themselves in the ground but be regulations
Mr. Brown had contusions, and
concerning the
John Cohoon, W. L. Polly, Marturned
up
by
plowmight
be
they were both treated and recontrol of dogs within the city.
demon Nix,* Joe Morton, and
were
ing
er
cultivating.
They
leased, according to hospital ofThe ordinance, will make it
Watson Roberts.
black when they fell but I
ficials.
mandatory that dogs either be
should guess that by this time
The three injured persons
Burial was in the Scotts Grove they would be quite rusty owing on leash, penned up, kept in
were brought to the local hosarrangethe house or otherwise in conpital by a Max H. Churchill Cemetery with the
to the oxidation of included
stant control of the owner, both
H. Churchill small particles of iron.
J.
the
ments
br
Funeral Home ambulance.
day and night. Any dog runnI for one would be very glad
Reports a•-e ut Tidwell was Funeral Home.
Hopkins, age 42, died Monday to check on any fragments of ing loose on the streets will be
the driver of a convertible- that
Beach,
picked up and taken to the vetthe Murray meteorite or any
WU going east on a street in at his home in Ormond
erinarian. A person will be able
Almo, failed to make a turn, Fla.
other meteorite which might
Survivors are his wife...Ger- turti—up in Calloway County. to.claim his own dog at the vetand hit a light pole by the
daughter, Sharon aid- These things have been mine erinarian, it it is picked up, by
aldine,
home -of Otto Zetsche, breaking
dens, grandson, 4tichael Andrew main research interest for the paring for the rubies shot and_
Tidwell is reported to be Giddens, parents, Mr. and Mrs. past several years, and I have the licensing fee.
The ordinance is expected to
AWOL from Fort Rucker, Ala., Cloyce D. Hopkins, parents-in- been paying $5 per pound foi
state
that dogs must remain on
Hudson
Mrs.
and
.
Mr.
law,
and is now in the Calloway Cothem. Rusty, heavy rucks which
unty Jail, according to the of- Smith, four sisters, Mrs. Mar- will attract a magnet suspended the property of its owner, or in
fice of County Judge Hall Me- shall Brandon, Mrs. Tommy by a short length of string are control of the person when
leaving the property.
Brown, Mrs. Ronnie Shelton, likely to be meteorites.
Cuiston.
Violation of the ordinance is
and Miss Jo Anne Hopkins, and
Very sincerely yours,
expected to cost an individual
two brothers, Palmer and John
from $2.00 to $20.00.
Dee Hopkins.
William F. Read
When the veterinarian notes
Prof. of Geology
that a dog picked up is obviousFellow, Meteoritical Society ly a fine dog, then he will use
BENTON SPEAKER
Lawrence University
(Corttimmed On Page Ten)
Appleton, Wisconsin
Dr. Ray *afield of Murray
Was the guest speaker at the
TEEN CENTER
FOUR, CITED
monthly meeting of the Benton
Hospital Auxiliary. He is a di- The Teen Center at the First
Four persons were cited by
rector of the hospital board United Methodist Church will the Murray Police Department
and gave an informative talk be open Saturday, July 12 from ch Thursday. They were two
on the progress of the hospital 8 until 11 p.m. for youths ages for driving while intoxicated,
and commended the auxiliary on 13 through 19. Admission will one for speeding, and one for
the efficient work it has done. be 25 cents.
disregarding a stop sign.

Letter To Editor

CLOSE SHAVE — Daniel H. Maxberry, age 20, of Louisville, student at Murray State University residing at 1611
West Main Street, escaped death this morning at 1:42 when
he lost control of his 1968 GTO two door hardtop on Miller
Avenue. The Murray Police Department said Maxberry spun
around, cut a utility pole, and the pole then fell through
she windshield. through the seat, and on through the floor

Oaks Club Plans
Ladies Luncheon

ire Chief Flavil Robertson is
On vacation.
Incidentally thanks to the City
riremen for the quick work on
the fire in the alley next to us.
raper and stuff was burning
1111d they put it out real fast.
new parking meters on the
square register one hour for a
nlekle. In case you do not have
a nickle, a dime warclo. That is
the meaning of the phrase on
the meter than it will take
dimes for your convenience.
The meter will take pennies,
sings, and washers, but will not
register any time for you. The
idea is that if you are in a hurry, and don't have a nickle, the
meter will take a dime. Of
course you can always go and
get the right change.
The proposed dog ordinance in
the making by the City CAincil
may cause some talk, but few
people can honestly say it is
right that dogs should roam
loose in the _streets.
Just suppose these loose dogs

of the automobile. Maxberry received lacerations and head
inlurim and was admitted to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital whore he Is listed in fair condition this morning
by the hospital authorities. The driver has been charged with
driving while Intoxicated by the Murray Police, according to
the wreck revert.
4
- 11011111.111011111011mmmie
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David Earl Wilcox Marie Weaver Is
Dies Thursday At Oaks Golf Medalist
,Age
Of Eight Years Marie Weaver
will
Was

The ladies day luncheon
themedabe served at the Oaks Country
list at the-....regular ladies day
David
Earl
Wilcox,
eight
year
Club on Wednesday, July 16, old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe golf held at the Oaks Country
at 12:15 p.m.
Wilcox of Princeton, died Club on Wednesday.
For reservations call the hosLow putts went to Ada Rob
Thursday at seven a.m. at St.
tess, Mrs. James C. White at
erts. Polly Seale had the most
Jude
Hospital,
Memphis,
Tenn.
753-5121 or the co-hostess, Mrs.
Survivors are his parents and play on No. 4, and Beverly
Paul Dailey, Jr., at 753-8702 a
sister, Miss Vickie Jo Wilcox, Spann was low on No. 9.
by noon on Monday, July 14.
Peggy Brown was the golf
all of Princeton; grandparents,
Others serving as hostesses Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Wilcox of hostess.
will be Frances McKeel, Jessie Dawson
Springs and Terry Boyd
Cook, Sheila Grogan, Dorothy of
Princeton; two halftsisters,
Harris, Mary Humphreys, Bon- Mrs.
Donna Howell of Louisnie Story, Dulcie Douglas, Sue ville and Mrs.
Patricia Dalton of.
Oneida
Tesseneer,
Smith, Laura
'Meridian, Miss.
White, and Margaret Crawford.
The young boy was the grand ---Ainerit-an Legion Post 73 will
nephew of Miss Eppie Wilcox, hold its annual picnic on MonANTIQUE BOOTH
Fulton, Burton, J. W., and RJ13- day, July,14, at 0:30 p.m, at_the
All persons desiring to place ert Young, all of Murray. He large. pavilion—at-the CitirPark.
All members and their famibawls, platters, plates and dolls has many other relatives living
in the antique booth at the Cal- in Murray and Calloway County. lies are invited. Barbecue and
loway County Fair should brFuneral services will be held drinks will be furnished. Meming the proper stand for the Saturday at two p.m. at the bers are requested to bring a
item because of a change in the Morgan Funeral Home, Prince- covered dish and personal eatshelf arrangement from last ton, with Robert Waller and ing utensils.
year. Registration at the antique Kenneth Hoover officiating.
booth will take place between Burial will be in the Cedar
8 a.m. and noon on Monday Hill Cemetery there. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
morning.

American Legion
Picnic Is Monday

FALSE ALARM

NOW YOU KNOW
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call last night at
815 p.m. to 1319 Olive Boulevard. Two trucks answered the
call which turned out to be a
false alarm.

The city of Minneapolis,
Minn., gets its name from the
Sioux word for water-minne,
end the Greek word for city polis.

(Confirmed On Pogo Ten)

Hazel Water And
Sewer Systems Gel
$180,000 FHA Loan

Supervisor, Farmers Home Ad
ministration office in Mayfield,
through which the loan was
negotiated, said. "This is one of
several water and sewer systems in this area financed by
Farmers Home Administration
Other systems include Sedalia
This loan was announced by- and Wingo, both now in operJohn H. Burris, State Directol, ation; Consumers, which parFarmers Home Administration, allels Route 121 from Mayfield
Lexington, Kentucky. Funds to Graves-Calloway County line
will be used to refinance bond- and into Browns Grovtr''area;
ed Indebtedness on the sewer West Marshall County system
system and to build a new wat- which will be in operation in
er filtration plant.
about 30 days; Jonathan Creek,
Refinancing is necessary due Murray Number 3 and South
to bankrOptsy of the orginal Graves County, which have been
bonding agency and the ac- approved for funding pending
count is now held in rec..elivor- completion of plans."
ship.
Planning and organization for
- -The new filtration plant will Use Hazel Project has been by
replace the existing plant which members of the Board of Trushis been declared • unsatisfact- tees for the City of Hazel who
ory by the Kentucky Depart- are Hoyt Like, Chairman: Hoyt
ment of Health. When complet- MeClure, Henry Hudson and
ed, the new system will furni,ih James H. Miller, members; Mr
an adequate sewir system and Nat Ryan Hughes, Hughes and
in ample supply of clean, fresh, Gregory Law Firm, Murray Kensanitary water to 232 families tucky, Attorney; and Jones and
and business in the city.
Florence, Paducah, Kentucky,
Howard 0. Paschall, County Consulting Engineers.
The City of Hazel, Kentucky
Thursday received a loan from
the Farmers Home Administra
tion in the amount of 3180;000.00 to refinance and improve
the city's water and sewer systems.

THER REPORT
Uatited Prolog lataraational

Fair to partly clouay a n d
continued hot through Satur
day with slight chance of afternoon thundershowers each day.
High today in the 90s and low
100s, lows tonight in the 70s
and low 80s, with highs Saturlay in the 90s to low 100s.
Winds today variable 5 to 10
miles per hour. Probability of
measurable rain in the afternoons 20 per cent each day.
Outlook for Sunday — Little
change in weather.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake: 7 am 357 5.
down 0.1; belbw dam.306.9, up
0.8, no gates open.

Three Injured
In Accident FFournetria.lV.sHrroodpr
At Almo

Bridge Down — This bridge composed of on. twenty
foot spann and two eighteen foot tomtits vies broken through
on July 4 when the milk truck proved to be too much for
the weakened pilings underneath. This bridge is over the
Clarks River, west of Hazel on the Tom Taylor Road. Residents of the area are attempting to have this bridge properly repaired. It serves school buses, milk trucks and rural
Iraq carriers, In addition to the normal area traffic.

rh.
tem.

Howard 0. Paschall is shown here presenting a loan-of $180;000 to Hoyt Like at Hazel.
loan Is for the purpose of refinancing and improving the city's water and sower sys-
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Dr. Sparks Lists
Causes Of Unrest

By GLENN COEHRUM, Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
"Soft psychology and lack of law enforcement are -coming
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, back to haunt us' as the basic underlying causes of the current
inerican college campuses, according to Dr. Harry
or Public Voice items which. in our opinion, are not for the best unres
Spar
interest of our readers.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMXR CO., 1600
Speaking before the Paducah
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y..
Rotary Club Wednesday, Dr.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
Sparks, president of Murray
Intered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmon as Stato University, examined the
Second Class Matter
causes, the direction and the
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per possible outcome of the revoluMonth $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; tion which is sweeping the
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $11.00. American college population.
"The building is on fire right
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community Is the
now," he said, "and we must be
Integrity et its Newspaper"
concerned." He scoffed at the
theory that today's student rebFRIDAY -- JULY 11, 1969
els are. just young people sounding off and that there is no real
danger in what they are doing.
BRIDGES FOR THE COUNTY

:ONE

Dr. Srkerliointed out that

of the most pressing needs for the county as ey.e.gy• generation feels the weight
its own presence. Lack of exa whole is that of adequate bridges over the.nnklY of
perience on the part of youth
streaMs and creeks that criss-cross Calloway County.
4
We doubt if the public in general is aware of bow
much these bridges are needed or how they-serve
the many people who live along rural roads in the
county.
School buses, milk trucks, and mail carriers use
these bridges daily, yet many of them are dangerous
to cross.
Tuesday night.iewo_county women appeared before the Calloway Fiscal Court pleading for some
relief in their area west of Hazel. In this particular
case, the center, 20 foot span of a Wig bridge had
been broken through by a milk truck. There are two
other 18 foot spans on this bridge.
They pointed out that a milk truck had broken
through the 'Ong span, but it could just as easily have
been a school bus filled with children.
It is right and just that the
-gifyi
- ilk trucks use
these bridges, since they provide.ancopsie for dairy
DR. SPARKS
farmers over the county.
'•
'
Squire Noble Brandon gave these two ladies the causes the tendency to try to-only answer at his disposal: There just is not enough revolutionize society, he said.
Purpose, he said, "provides a
money to properly repair 9r-replace these many link -with both the futile and
bridges.
the past," and provides the diMany people do not know that near Almo, child- rection which a student plans to
ren had to dismount from the school bus and allow follow.
Lack of purpose, on the other
the bus to cross the bridge empty, walk across, then hand, causes a_yount person to
get back in to continue their trip to school. We
suspect that this has been the case in several instances.
We do not blame the Fiscal Court1r the condition of the bridges, but still something must be done.
It is not right that residents must take a roundabout t(Iy to get to their homes, groin." to and fr.mt
drurNiA Wecause a bridge along the way
is too dangerous to cross.
Commotion in Church
We hope that the County Administrationl will
a pious churchgoer, had
seriously consider a bond issue, if this is the only anCharles,
odd habit. He would put such
answer, in order to bring these brides up to the enthusiasm into his singing that, at
proper standards. Hundreds and thousands of dollars the end of. a hymn,,his voice would
linger on after. everyone else had
are spent annually, only to be spent again the follow- fallen sile
ing year to repair washed away abutments or spans.. This bit became so irksome to
,... The county 'is debt free since the final payment ceiafJ members of the congregati nibs. t they finally had Charles
on the new county jail is planned next week.
-erre-sled on a charge of "disturbWe hope that the Fiscal Court will take up this ing a religious meeting."
But the court dismissed the
problem in depth Enid seolarsorne feasible way to bring charge.
The judge said he had no
relief to the many areas of the oounty which need right to interfere with Charles'
method of worshipping God.
safe bridges.
The case illustrates the rule that,
'One might say that we do not have the money
and let it go at that. However it would take only
one
school bus filled with children to fall through
-a
weakened bridge into muddy flood waters, to
prove
the fallacy of this thinkingSomething must be done and we hope that the
Fiscal Court will give this problem thorough
study.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WALLIS_ DRUG

COLLEGE CLEANERS

— rxzE

*

Executive Shirt Service

*

Examining Trial lit
Rape Case Continued
An examining trial for two
juveniles charged with the rape
of a 15-year-old Livingston County girl has been continued until

Country Music Is
Set For Thursday
At County Fair

By MI
UPI

He promptly dialed 999, the
The hearing in county court
was postponed because County British Exchange for police in
Judge Pelham McMurry was out
of town.
A hearing was conducted Into
10k CORRICI.
the conversion charges against
Roosevelt Burgess, 310 So. 9th
and
St. Burgess is charged with selling an autornobile which did not
belong to him.
DAY OR NIt:ti
----/:

July 16 in McCracken County
Court,
Billy Mash, 14, and Carl Burns,
16, are charged with forcing
their way at gunpoint into the
automobile of the girl and her
17-year-old date at a drive-in
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t'Hospital Report

THE MIRibUti PRODUCTION COMPANY
presents

PANAVISION COLOR by Deluxe
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with

George Kennedy
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"My name is Joanne Woodward.
My husband Paul Newman and I have three children.
We are constantly looking for motion picture
entertainment that an entire family can see together.
Our entire family did see a picture that we could
all take delight in, MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN.
When a picture is beautiful and stimulating enough
to get a family conversation started at all age
levels it has a great deal to recommend it."

••

is a Good
Place to do Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!
That means you need only look to PCA for all
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS.
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job best—whatever it is.
In lidditiori, you have the advantage of consuttation
With specialist!' In both credit ang farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest oosts low, This is one big reason
why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO Do- SUSINESSI

Keys Keel

-4,

YECCLESt....anolTIEODORE BIKELL
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PRODUCTION
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an emergency. A police car sped
to his house only to find the culprit had already flown' away.

TOO LATE

D.kL, England UPI - An unidentified man took one look at
a hungry pigeon pecking away
at green peas growing in his
assaulted.
the girl again was
decided it was an
Smith is being held in the Padu- garden and
emergency,
cah city jail.

Progrant For
Area Poor Funded

Hospital Planned
At Bowling Green

JULY It, 19iI9
,
FRIDAY

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

distrust the future, as well as
the•Vresent and its establishanent, Dr. Sparks said.
Today's students, more than
ever before have a tendency to
ignore the relevancy of history,
The couple said Mash. and
the MSU president said.
"These students also ignore Burns locked the boy in the
the fact that our present genera- trunk of the car and drove the
tion has done more to equalize girl to an area of the county
Juvenile officer Robert Morris,
mankind than any preceding known as the Duc,k's Nest where
who conducted court in the abgeneration," he said.
they raped her. They said the
sence of McMprry, continued
Concerning the possible future two boys then drove the car to
the case until July 16 in order to
course of the unrest, Dr. Sparks the home of Arthur Smith,
allow Burgess' attorney, Joe
pointed to the Students For a 20, picked him up and returned
Grace, time to present some law
Democratic Society (SDS) hand- to the Duck's Nest area where
on the subject to the court.
book, which provides instr,uctions
for the "Battle With the Pigs."
The book contains instructions
on how tp dress—with crash helmets, safety glasses — for encounters with the police. It also
instructs students on preparing
signs with 1-by-2 inch boards as
handles, sharpened to serve as
weapons; how to prepare MoloWASHINGTON
—W. As- Service Systems, $165,707; Full
tov cocktails (incendiary bombs)
and other explosive devices, as tor Kirk, director of the Middle Year, Full Day, Head Start proAtlantic Region of the Office of gram, $45,000; School Age Eduwell as numerous other types
Economic Opportunity has an- cation program, $19,223.
of weapons.
Such material is being disnounced seven grants totaling
eminated all over the U.S. $783,059 for programs in KenA grant of $196,551 for Legal
through underground channels, tucky.
Services Program for Louisville
Sparks said.
A $62,450 grant to develop a and Jefferson County was apHe also cited SDS announced
program on needs of poor in,the proved. The total program budgplans for a "work-in" this sumfour-county area of Marshall, et will reach $292,807 including
mer in which SDS members C allow a y, McCracken and contributions and the local share
would try to infiltrate the nain the project.
Graves was approved.
tion's work force and cause disA 44-county area of AppaThe largest grant, $350,863 for
ruptions from inside the nation's
a 12-month, annual program was lachian Kentucky received a
factories and businesses. Such, given to Allen, Bullet, Edmon- $56,640 fedefal grant for a 12infiltrators were instructed to be
month family planning program
close shaven and neat in appearfor the rural poor.
son,
Logan,
Simpson,
and
Warinjob
for
applying
when
ance
A grant of $49,570 was apren counties.
terviews, he noted.
proved
to the Grassroots CidThe
six
programs in the counSimilar techniques will probaens Committee for Action, Inc.,
ties
are:
Community
Action
ably be followed next summer
Jackson, to carry on a Pre-Vowith an additional attempt being Agency Administration, $69,370; cational and Vocational
TrainCAA Model -City Planning and
made to form SDS chapters on
ing Program. The counties inTraining
and
Technical
Assistthe campuses of high schools
volved are Breathitt and Wolfe.
across the nation, Sparks said. ance, $68,176; Neighborhood
The establishment of SDS groups
in high schools apparently is the
the midway will cost only 20 cents
major immediate future aim of
with a ticket that can be obtained
this organization, he said.
from your local merchants.
He noted that MSU has encountered some difficulties recently but added that, "Thanks
A coinosite country music
to the high type of dedicated and
JULY 8, 1969
purposeful young Negro students show staring. Del Reeves, Wendy
there, we were able to settle Pawn, and the Osborne Brothers, Ortis D. Guthrie,1610 Magnolia
attthreact4ou Dr.. Murray; Mrs. Fay B. Farthese problems amicably." bo
:
11°
ctail1 Tigirlhdieiyhrigneat
added.
ris, Itte. I, Murray; Mrs. LaDr. Sparks said, "It would be beginning at 7:30. Considered Verdi Johnson, 304 Pine, Muras one of today's "Goodtime ray; Clyde Netherton, 807 No.
conceited to say that all of our
Charlies" Del Reeves is one 19th St., Murray; Herbert F.
problems at Murray State University have been solved. They of the top country music singers. Hill, Rte, 1, Hazel; Mrs. Pollyhave not, but we are working Among his many hits are: "Sec- anna Lamb, Rte. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
ond Fiddle To A Steel Guitar," Virginia Cottrell, Rte. 1, Dover,
on them."
"Girl On the Billboard," and Tenn.; Mrs. Juanita Perry, Rte:4
Dr. Sparks said the present "Women
Do Funny Things Tc 1, Dover, Tenn.; David Earl Dowstudent-rebels "eventually will M e,"
ney, Rte. 6, Murray; Baby Boy
attack the government and try
Wendy'Dawn, recording for Turner, 414 So. 10th
Murto infiltrate it if they can.
RCA Victor, is an attractive ray; Raymond Phelps, 410
St.,So. 8th
"What would happen I wonder fast-rising star presently
mak- St., Murray; Arthur D. Brannon,
if all of the campuses of the na- ing a big hit in Nashville, RoundRte, 3, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
tion were hit by unrest at once. ing out the show will be the
Meth E. Jackson, 1308 Farris
Would we have enough police famous Osborne Brothers, stars
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Mary L.
and security guards to control of the well - known Grand Ole
Edwards, 402 Sycamore, Murthe situation?"
Opry. The show promises to be ray; William L. Davidson, 221
Sparks said the current situa- both exciting and enjoyable.
So. Ilth St. Mayfield ; Henry
tion is much like that of Cuba
The District 4-F1 ahd FFA`Dai- B. Oglesby,
'
1604 Calloway, Murprior to the takeover by Fidel ry Show will be the featur e attracray; Mrs. 011ie G. Key, Rte, I,
'Castro. "All that we really lack tion during Thursday morning, Hazel;
Mrs. Jessie Thurman,
is the popular unrest which was Judging will begin at 10 a.m.
600 Poplar, Murray:
--present at that time in Cuba,"
Thursday afternoon will be KiDISMISSALS
he said.
ddies Day, when rides at the
Mrs. Neva Manning, 1108 Elm
.He said there are some things midway will be half price for
that can be done to control the children under 16 years of age. St., Murray; Robert T, Orr, Rte,
4, Murray; Miss Celia Taylor,
situation: These include:
The half price rides will begin
Almo; Mrs. Barbara Howard,
—Keeping militants from at 1 p.m.
502
College Crt., Murray; Baby
The Fair, which will run from
crossing state lines to incite unJuly 14-19, will also feature Mer- Boy Downey, Poplar St., Murray;
rest at other colleges.
Oscar Skinner, 707 So. 3rd St.,
—Parents establishing contact chant's Day on Wednesday, July
Murray;
Mrs. Baru Adams,
1645 p.m. - midnight). Rides on
with their children.
Rte, 1, Murray:
Much of the unrest can be laid
to American homes, he said, because parents have lost contact
with their children and are
pleased to be relieved of them
when the young people go off to
college.
Sparks warned that the American people must "be alert and
be ready, if we intend to keep
this nation, the world's oldest
democracy, free and keep it a
nation where a man is allowed
to advance himself op the basis
of his capabilities."

whenever possible in religious matters, the courts wiH keep hands
off. This applies not only to the
NEW YORK - Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and method of worship but also to matters of religious doctrine..Thus:
Welfare James Farmer, talking about the need-for revisions of
A woman haled a priest into
program:
_
the Head Start
court, complaining that he had re"We must begin Head Start not at age 31 2 but at age zero." fused to administer communion
to
heOttrt here too thecourt declined
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. - Space scientist Wernher von Braun when to lake any action. The judge said:
asked if he is looking forward to space travel some day:
"Her religious rights as a com"Yes, I'll be looking forward to the opportunity to thumb a municant are not enforceable in
the civil courts."
ride."
Nevertheless, there are times
when the law must and will step
in. A -church is not altogether "off
limits." Crime is no less a crime
ilycause it takes pface inside a church building.
For example. a court held it a
punishable offense for 'a man to
deliberately—and noisily—crack
And ye shall teach them your children. - Deuteronomy 11:19. pecan nuts during a service. Even
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (UPI)
To build a bridge from the heart of a child to the heart of God is a minister was found guilty of pubHospital Corporation of
—
not easy. Prayer, much love and right living till do it.
.
lic indecency for ring profane language in the course of his sermon. America Wednesday announced
--furthermore. the law will take plans for construction of a 150a hind if there is merely a question bed, $4 million community hospital here.
of property rights to be settled.
The announcement was made
Suppose a church organization
splits, into two warring factions, here by the Nashville, Tenn.Phone 753-1272
each of which claims ownership of based company's president, Dr.
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
church ruoperty. A court will ordi- Thomas F. Frist Sr. and the
narily take the'-responsibility of de- chairman of a liaison commit,
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
ciding which faction is right, so tee of city physicians, Dr. Richlong as it can do so without getting ard Grice. Members of the comloimmoias, involved in doctrinal
issues.
mittee were appointed by the
"Much as, such dissensions Warren County Medical Society
among the Members of a religious
develop plans for a bospital.
society should be regretted," said to
Construction, will begin in
the United • States Supreme Court,
1411 Olive Blvd.
"the coitrit*hen called upon must three or four months on land
IrICKUP and DELIVERY -"perform their functions as in other the corporation acquired tentatively in Rolling Fields subdivcases.
Cleaning
Phone 753-3452
Truly Fine
land adjoins public
An American Bar Asseciallik yen- ision. The
land reserved for a new high
lk service feeders by Will Renard.
school and proposed shopping
1969 American Bar Association center.
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Sports Parade

e car sped
nd the culwin' away.

Steve Cook.
HasLead In
Public Links
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BASEBALL ROUNDUP

runs with a double and a two-run
homer to power the Cardinals
over the Phillies. Javier doubled
By JOE CARNICELLI
NEW YORK UPI - There are
the ieurth after Vada Pinson
In
Surprised Everybody
UPI Sports Writer a
walked and Joe Torre doubled
people who spend a good part of
Pa.
ERIE,
UPI
Steve
Fidgety
•-•••por.e....••••••orrarr.r.r•rvrc.04•3
their lives daydreaming about
and he hit his fifth homer of the
Not the Hawk Harrelsons,Donn
Cook stopped biting his fingerWillie McCovey, Hank Aaron,
•
season
that time they can say those two Clendenoris or Maury Wills bein the sixth following Tim
,
ago
months
nails
a
couple
of
•,
Ron Santo and Johnny Bench werE
single.
McCarver's
e,
beautiful words. "I quit!"
cause they "retired" and "unbecause "I just thought it was named to the National League's
So what happens? When the retired in less time than it takes
a ridiculous habit."
All-Star team today and if any
0e0irte*N000424,,,WeaezZrevIcheletieea
time comes they finally are able to settle a decent chess match
"I'm a nervous person," ex- justification is needed, they shto say it, they ao longer wish to. but rather men like James Jeffplained the 20-year-oldCook, who owed why Thursday.
National League
Any number of things run thr- ries, Bronco Nagurski, Earle
has paced, snapped his fingers,
McCovey, chosen at first!case,
East
ough a man's mind at retirement Sands and Joe Louis, all of whom
and hummed his way to‘a three- doubled in two runs as the San
W. L. Pct. GE
time. Not so much when he stands quit as if they meant it and then
stroke lead at the halfway point Francisco Giants beat the Los
Chicago
53 33 .616
up there and makes his announce- surprised everybody by coming
By GARY KALE
of the National Public Links golf Angeles Dodgers, 3-0. Aaron,
.573
47
York
35
4
New
in entas when he sits down, woiiis back to compete again.
UPI Sports Writer
tournament.
From a clown with nerves Pitts
doubled
also
fielder,
right
the
43
10%
.404
42
the whole thing in the mind and
Joe Namath won't surprise to of steel to an announcer with
Cook shot a 73 Thursday to
St. Louis
43 46 .489 11
the Pony League All-Stars give him an even-par 142 after in two runs as the Atlanta Bravdecides this is it, the end of the many people if he plays football machine-gun delivery, the new Phila.
Frank Robinson subscribes to
37 46 446 15 haw been chosen
es edged the San Diego Padres,
for the 1969 two rounds.
again but Don Meredith is an en- 1969 King Kovaz Auto Daredevils Montreal
line, period, paragraph, end.
the geperal club feeling that there
26 59 .306 27
baseman,
Santo,
third
3-1,
the
season. They are:
Strong psychological forces tirely different story.
Art Fujita of Honolulu and had a two-run homer to cap a are no individual stars on the
performance is a blend of a
West
Mike Cathey, Terry Doss,Job- Fred Lufkin of Spokane,
Meredith is only 31 and certain- variety of skills.
usually accompany such a decisW. L. Pct. GB
Wash., five-run fifth inning in the Chi- Baltimcire Orioles.
my Hewitt, Dale(Bubba)Hughes, were tied for second place
ion and they frequently cause ly has a few more playing years , The show, which will be seen Los Ang.
The Baltimore slugger hit his
with
49 35 .583
Glen .Jackson, George Landon, 148s. Close behind with146s were cago Cubs' 6-2 victory over the 20th homer Thursday night
considerable inner conflict. Th- left, but he doesn't figure to use at Calloway County Fairgrounds Atlanta
in the
50 37 .375
York
the
Mets
Bench,
and
/;_iew
Denny Lane, Ray Lane, Larry Gene Towry of Austih , Tex.,
at's why you'll see so many ath- them. The Dallas Cowboys aren't on Tuesday, July 15, requires Cincinnati 43 35 .563 2
first inning and drove in the
singled
catcher,
in
two
runs
in
going to hold their breath waiting. more than drivers to make it San Fran 48 39 .552 4% Lockhart, Bob Pinkston,Del Pur- the defending champion, and 17winning run with a single in the
cell, Joe Resig, Mike Ryan, Ri- year-old Larry Zee of Tonawan- the 10th inning to lead the Cin- ninth to beat the Boston
Not only because Meredith seems the national attraction which it Houston
43 46 480
Red Sox,
Reds
cinnati
5-4
to
victory
a
to have a substantial future off has become.
San Diego 29 60 .326 22% ckie Scarbrough, and Dan Thom- da, N.Y.
5-4, and increase the Orioles'
over the Houston Astros.
pson.
the field and enough money to go "Whether it's the ramp men
Eastern Division lead to 13 gamNeither __of- _the __two player Thursday's
This team will play a best- closest to Cook after the first 7-In other scheduled games, Pi- es.
with that, but much more impor- on the ground on whom the drivMontreal,
ttsburgh
shaded
2-1,
2
6 New York
ResultChicago
tiro-out-of-three series with the round were able to advance on
tant, because he seems to have ers must depend to execute their
Robinson pointed 'to several
In 11 innings and St. Louis ripped
St. Louis 9 Phila 3
lost his desire to play football at stunts with the least possible Pitts. 2 Montreal 1, 11 inns. Madisonville Pony League All- him. Bob Blomberg, a hip swing- Philadelphia 9-3.
outstanding efforts by his BaltiStars at the Murray Pony Leag- er from Alameda, Calif., lost
all.
more teammates, There was
danger," says President and Cincinnati 5 Haus 4, 10 inns.
ue field on July 23-24, The winner his touch off the tees and skied
Paul
Blair's 14th stolen base
General Manager King Kovaz, San Fran 3 Los Ang 0
--Double
In Third Inning
of this series will participate to. a 77 for a 147 total while real
Landry Has Insight
in 16 attempts that preceded Fra"or whether it's the drivers Atlanta 3 San Diego 1
in the District Pony League tour- estate salesman Elwin Fanning
Today's Probable Pitchers
themselves in the fast-moving
McCovey's double came in the nk's game-winning hit. There was
nament in the Evansville area, of Seattle, Wash., ballooned all
Meredith's coach, Tom Landry, automobiles. All of them round
All Times EDT
complete
third
inning after Ron Hunt reach- Jim Hardin's first
July
26-29.
Philadelphia, Champion 3-3
the way to 80 and dropped nine ed base on a fielder's choice game since May 4 to even his
NEW YORK UPI - Hank Aaron is the possessor of great insight out our one-hour and forty-five
into people. Landry, in his way, minute program into a smooth at Chicago, Selina 9-3, 2:30 p. The manager of the Murray shots off the pace.
and Willie Mays singled to help record at 4-4. There was Andy
of the Atlanta Braves was named
Pony League All-Star team is
works the same kind of miracles operation."
Cook also led a team represen- Juan Marichal, who pitcheda thr- Etchetarren's seventh-inning ha
m.
to his 15th All-Star assignment
Bill
Wells and the Coach is ting Pasadena, Calif., to a threewith football players that Vince
Montreal, Wegener 3-7 at
Doug Driscoll, who comes
ee-hitter, record his 12th vic- mer which broke a 3-3 tie.
today in the National League's
Lombardi does. He and Meredith from Hollywood, California, pro- New York, McAndrew 2-2, 8 Norman Lane.
Detroit lost ground when Clestroke
over
victory
Kan.
Wichita,
tory against three losses.
bid to counter the home-run punch
always have had an understand-vides the comic relief via unpre- p. m.
in the race for the team title.
Aaron's blow came after Fel- veland beat the Tigers 7-5, in ll
assembled by the American Leaging between them and when the dictable antics. But despite his
Pittsburgh, Walker 0-0 at St
Pasadena's three-man total for ipe Alou's infield hit and a walk innings, Oakland routed Chicago,
ue for the July 22 mid-season
Louis, Carlton 10-5, 9 p.
quarterback
Cowboy
first
told
36 holes was 447, while Wichita and helped the Braves move to 12-2 and Minnesota edged Kansas
erratic
actions
baggy
and
pants,
classic in Washington.
LEAGUE
PONY
Cincinnati, Culver 5-6 at Houabout his decision to quit he is a top stunt driver. He is
had 450 and Phoenix, Ariz., 451. within a half game of the division City, 6-5. The only other scheThe 35-year-old Aaron, No. 5 him
July 9, 1969
Landry felt he could cause him also a steel-nerved performer ston, Wilson 9-7, 8:30 p. in.
Erie was fourth and Cleveland -leading Dodgers in the West. duled game, California at Seaon the all-time homer list with
By W. G. Cutchin
Atlanta, Jarvis 6-6 at San
to reconsider.
fifth.
allowing swift-moving autos to
Alou singled in the third run in ttle, was rained out.
533, drew 295 votes from players
Mets
053 32-13 10
There was, of course,- Mere- come—literally—within mere fr- Diego, Kelley 4-5, 11 p.
Tony Horton struck a two-out
seventh,
the
and coaches, one short of the top
•
000 01— 2 2
San Francisco, Perry 10-7 at Dodgers
dith's fine contract, which had actions of an inch of running
bases
-loaded single that beat DeSanto's homer came in a wil
296 collected by Willie McCovey
Barber and
Recker; Thur
Los Angeles, Drysdale 4-3 or
two more years to go at $100,000 him down.
of San Francisco at first base.
rally in which the Mets committ- troit and made reliever Tom
mood
(I.),
Dodson
Oi(2),
and
3-5,
Foster
11
p.
in.
a year, but Landry is a wise
Billy Little is a veteran of
Atlanta and Chicago each had
ed two costly errors, Jim Qualls Timmerman's first major league
ler (3), Hosford and Thom
Saturday's Games
man. He didn't talk about that. 18 years in the Thrill Show busdoubled and was safe at second decision a losing rine, Ken Harr(4).
two representatives named to
Montreal
at
New
York
Instead, he talked to Meredith iness, specializes in the tricky
when shortstop Al Weis dropped elson also drove in two runs
Astros
the starting lineup as the NL
000
104
Phila
0-6
at
Chicago
5
3
about other things, things that hell driving, the dangerous reOrioles
a throw during a rundown after for Cleveland with.hLs 14th horn210 000 0-3 3 1
goes after its seventh straight only
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
he and Meredith could talk verse spin, the only man to hold
Hughes, Rains (4) W, and
Bill Hands' attempted sacrifice. er. Norm Cash and Jim Price
All-Star victory.
Cincinnati at Hous., night
about the way they did, but there a car at full speed up on two
Rains, Hughes (4).
Alla at San Diego, night
Don Kessinger singled in Quallis, connected for the Tigers.
FeliiMilasCot the Braves beat came
a point where Tom Landry wheels the length of the grand-San
Oakland staged its biggest raFor the Mets Barber pitched
Fran at Los Ang., night
Glenn Beckert beat out a bunt and
out Glenn Beckert of Chicago,
knew there was no use talking stand, and is featured in the
his first game giving up two
Billy Williams drove in Hands lly of the season with an eight137-110, at second base. The Cubs
anymore.
thrilling leap of a Dodge car or
hits. He gave up- a ru man the
American League
with a sacrifice fly. Beckert run fourth inning against Chihave an infield entry of Don
"I was surprised and tried to pickup truck '70 feet through spafifth
on
two
errors,
East
but
was
broke for second on the - play cago, capped by All-Star third
Kessinger at shortstop and Ron
talk him out of it," the Cowboys' ce from ramp to ramp. Many of
W. L. Pct. GB saved from further trouble by
and the throw was mishandled baseman Sal Bando's three-run
Santo at third base.
coach said, "but if you lose your his escapes from spectacular Baltimore
a double play.
60 25 .706
by Ken Boswell, allowing Kess- homer. Five singles and a double
Rounding out the starting outdesire to play, you shouldn't wrecks appear miraculous.
LYTHAM ST. ANNES, Englan inger
Hughes and Rains struck out
Detroit
45
36
13
.556
to score. Santo then hit his accounted for the other five runs
field are Matty Alou of Pittsbur- play."
as John Odom recorded his 12th
Ken May, an experienced rad- Boston
47 39 547 134 fourteen Orioles for the Astros UPI - Veteran Irishman Christ 17th homer.
gh 232 votes and Cleon Jones
That's the whole story of Don io and television .announcer, is Wash.
and handed them their first O'Connor displayed putting mag
46
43
.517
16
Hands
allowed
only
three
152.
hits, victory. Chicago was limited to
Johnny Bench
of New York
Meredith's retirement in a nut- probably the most important man New York 40 47 460 21
loss. They made four runs in ic Thursday to crack the cours
one a leadoff homer to Tommie three hits, including homers by
of Cincinnati was selected as shell.
34 51 .400 25 the fifth on four walks, two record here and challenge for Agee in the first, as the Cubs Luis Aparicio and Buddy Bradto the fans. His rapid - fire
catcher.
hits, and errors. For the Or- the lead in the British Open gol stretched
He still had some of that desire delivery and extensive knowledge
West
their Eastern Division ford.
Red Schoendienst, St. Louis
left following last
January's ef stunt driving maneuvers, keePct. GB ioles Jackson made a good championship.
Minnesota received heavy Ia.lead to fournAmes over WPasialamap
Cardiea.1 saanager and hero of layoff Bowl in MIAILia•
te
*Ise
26 .5.10
smArteart.
porrArdIsarrarreilr
wiser,
* he1ee Ono auctle.cf• albroilatt OT that
m
the NL victory in 1950 with
red
Dick
at
third
Oakla
•
to
44
shorten man holed out from 20 feet on
37 .543
and then had to hang on to edge
hadn't looked too good against
14th inning home run, will skipp- the Minnesota Vikings and where fast-moving program. Ken, in Seattle
Astros rally.
38 46 .452
the 18th green to finish the secKansas City. Rod Laver tripled
addition to his duties as announcSet Stage For lie
er the squad. He picks the pit- Landry had gone to his backup
Chicago
37 47 .440
ond round of the 72-hole chamand 'doubled in the first two innDirector
Publicity
er,
is
of
the
chers and reserves to round quarterback, Craig Morton, earKan. City
36 49 .424
pionship with a record 65, and
show.
Tony Perez walked and Lee ings to account for two Twins
out the 28-man team.
Calif.
31 52 .373
get within one stroke off leader May doubled to set the stage runs and Harmon Killebrew hit
ly in the contest.
King Kovaz, from Ft. LauderMcCovey, Aaron, Santo and
Thursday's Results
Bob Charles at 136.
dale, Florida, is a veteran stunt
for Bench's hit in the Reds' is 25th homer in the third frame.
Made Poor Showing
Kessinger are repeaters from
Minnesota 6 Kan City 5
Seventy-three players made victory, their fifth in a row. The Royals rallied for four runs
man
years
with
as
20
daredevil
1968.
Oakland 12 Chicago 2
the cutoff mark of 151 for today's Wayne Grweger pitched out of a 'n the seventh inning, but relievMeredith also had looked bad and clown and is the President Baltimore 5 Boston 4
Missing are Jerry Grote of
third
round, including 11 of the none out bases loaded jam in r Ron Perranoski closed out the
and
General
Manager
of
the
King
New York, Tommy Helms and against Cleveland in the Eastern
Cleve 7 Detroit 5, 11 inns
13 American challengers, and the ninth and struck out Cesar 'reat for his 17th save and Dave
Pete Rose of Cincinnati and Curt Division title contest not too long Kovaz Auto Daredevils. Kovaz is Calif at Seattle, ppd., rain
in all 26 overseas players will Geronimo with the bases loadedB°swell's llth win.
before that and now after his poor the co-ordinator of the exhibiOnly games scheduled
Flood of St. Louis.
be in action. Rich Bassett, of in the Ilth to gain the victory.
Merchants
Thi
tion—keeping
BaseMurray
thrillpace
at
the
a
in the Playoff Bowl there
Today's Probable Pitchers
PittsAlso overlooked were Pittsball ( lub, current leader of the upper Montclair, N.J. , was the
Manny Sanguillen's bases load
AR. Timis EDT
burgh's Roberto Clemente,Will- were some natural questions abo- a-minute speed despite the comonly American eliminated.
ed single with one out in the Ilth
SAN DIEGO UPI - Ron Sayers,
California, Messersmith 6-6 Twin-State league, will take on
ie Stargell, the NL batting lead- ut next season, the one they'll be plicated preparations which are
Australia has four survivors, gave the Pirates their victory an Omaha
needed for the 28 individual man- at Oakland, Krausse 2-4, 10:30 the Nolansville Merchants of the
University running
er, and Willie Mays of San Fran- getting ready for next week.
Nashville Metropolitan league in South Atrica and Spain three over the Expos. The Pirates load back and the San Diego Chargers'
He was weary from the long euvers. While one act irprepar- p. in.
cisco 49.
each
New
and
Zealand, Argen- ed the bases on a walk, an error No. 2 draft
Chicago, Peters 6-9 at Kan- a doubleheader Saturday at 1:00
season at the time but gave no ing to go on, another is getting
choice, signed his
tina, Belgium, France and Holl- .and another walk before Sanguillcontract Wednesday for the 1969
evidence he had lost his desire equipment ready and a third is sas City, Butler 4-4, 8:30 p. in. at "Reagan Field" on the M.S.U.
and
all
have
one
representative.
actually doing the performance.
Seattle, Brabezider 7-5 at Min- campus. Nolansville is currently
en singled off loser Dan McGinn, American Football League seato play.
Leading the American challenin third place in the eight team
Julian Javier drove in four son.
Meredith pocketed his check J(ovaz is also responsible for nesota, Kant 8-6, 9 p. m.
Cleveland, McDowell 10-8. at Metro-league, which is consider- ge are former and current U.S.
the scheduling of the exhibitions
that
contest,
said
for
so
long
to
VETERAN TRADED
Lance Rentzel and some of his and transportation of all the equ- Detroit, Sparma 5-5, 9 p. m. ed one of the best in Tennessee. Open champion Billy Casper,
New York, Stottlemyre 12.6 Murray will take an 8-2 record- with a two-under-par 140, and
other Dallas teammates and then ipment from place to place. ---- at Washington, Mt:0°re 7-3, 5:30 into the doubleheader which in- Orville Moody who is at 141.
Other
drivers
who
this
make
up
took
off
signing
after
an
autoATLANTA UPI - The Atlanta
p. m.
Between them and the lead
cludes a sweep of two games
Falcons have traded veteran end graph in the dressing room for a great show are, Ken Berkshire,
ing
pair are young Englishmen
Boston,
Culp
11-6
and
Landis
Dive
expert,
Bomber
the
Nolansville
Bobby
Nashville.
in
over
Ray Ogden to the Chicago Bears youngster.
4-4 at Baltimore, Leonhard 6-1 Probable pitchers for Murray Tony Jacklin, who now plays out
Human
Hill,
the
Battering
Ram,
Nothing
much
was
from
heard
in return for linebacker Jim PurCar Roll-over expert and he also and Lope 3-2, 2, 7:30 p. in. are former M. S. U. ace Don Lee of the Sea Island club, Ga., and
nell and rookie defensife back him again until last Saturday.
Saturday's Games
and hard throwing Danny Maxber- Alex Caygill. Both have fourRudy Redmond. Ogden was sec- Then came the announcement. does the dangerous Slide for Life California at Oakland
through
a
pool
of
ry. Going into the game the lead- under-par--totals of 138,
flaming
gasoDon
Meredith
played
it
the
ond-leading receiver for the FalChicago at Kan City
Don
line;
Chadwick
well
ing
hitter for Murray are catcher
known
See the auto-mania of the Dodge cars in action. Two breathtaking hours of the
cons last season with 25 catches, right way Saturday. Henever was
Seattle at Minnesota
Hollywood stunt man who has
rightfielder
most exciting acts on wheels. Chill to the death defying 70 foot "Leap for Life."
.555,
Andiel
Wally
lead
able
the
to
Cowboys
titto
a
Purnell has been a Bear regular
Cleveland at Detroit
Thrill to the "Roman Ride"—the frame of flames. A fantastic demonstration of
doubled for stars such as James
Don Funnemaa .518, and thirdthree of the past five years. le, but he said he had had enough.
Boston at Baltimore, night
the performability of the 1969 Dodge cars and trucks—put through their paces
baseman Gary Crum .428. There
SALOW SUSPENDED
It didn't sound like any mistake. Cagney, George Raft, and many
.by the world's most daring drivers.
other famous movie stars.
, will be no admission charge.
Murray bad a league game
rained out last Sunday at EddyNEW YORK UPI - The New
vile. They will try to maintain York State Athletic Commission
their first place position in a Thursday
suspended Morris
league game Sunday at Golconda, "Mushy" Salow, manager of light
Illinois. Murray beat them Ear- heavyweight champion Bob Foslier 5-2.
ter, "in the best interest of
boxing." The commission lifted
Salow's New York manager's and
second's licenses after he failed
This 1969 Javelin will be Given Away.on Saturday night, July 19
to heed four requests for his
appearance at hearings.
ON DISABLED LIST
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

letes "retire" and then come
back again.

King Kovaz
To Be At
Fair Tuesday

UE8.

YNE
PBE
IBY
is,

National League

All-Stars Are
Named For
Pony League

American League

Hank Aaron Is
Named To 15th
All-Star Team
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a
I Artists

Irishman Sets
Course Recoil
In British Open
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Here Saturday
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OAKLAND UPI a Outfielder
SMITH SIGNED
Tommy Reynold was placed on
the disabled list Wednesday by
Oakland and third baseman Bill
CINCINNATI UPI - The CinMcNulty was recalled from Birmingham of the Southern ,League cinnati Bengals signed Olympic
as his replacement on the Ath- 200-meter recerd holder Tommie Smith of San Jose State to
letics' roster.
an Alnerican Football League
contract Thursday. Coach Paul
Brown said despite Smith's lack
of football experience the club
was hopeful he "can learn the
CLARKE RETIRES
moves" to play in the pro ranks

•,

Stubs of tickets, which may be obtained from local merchants, JayCees or Fair Board members, should be placed
• in the recepticles at the Fair by Wednesday evening. To
win the car the winning ticket must be present at the draw-

a

TUESDAY -8 P.M.

JuyCees; Jack Trees, Cain
. Lett to right: Van Wagh,President, Murrhy
llwrd President.
vr: and Treas; turd John i'Oungerman, Fair

1111 (,P4

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. UPI iiagood Clarke, a five-year veteran of the Buffalo Bills punt return and defensive teams, announced his retirement Thursday.
„Clarks:Attuned one punt a reo.
ord y 82 yards for a touchdown
arainst the New Nark lets on
'al, 3,1965.

at the

The

Roston Red Sox wonalie
first world series of the miidern
era, defeating the Pittsliufgh
Pk.
rates five garnes.to three.
*
S1 lien ILoir Maria, hit
lioIller iii 1 Nil. 19
riglithanded pitchers and 6r1I
12 off southpaws.

OALLOVVAY COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
brought to you by . . .

MURRAY JAYCEES and
TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
Your

Dependable'Dodge Agiillor
ft
Popinr
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Sinking Springs
Women Attetid The
YWA Conference
Five persons from the Sinking
Springs Baptist Church attended
the Young Woman's Association
Conference held at Boone Lodge
at Cedarrnore on June 27-29.
Attending were Miss Mary
,-.
. Paschall and Miss Wanda Billing:ton, YWA members, Mrs. Jerry
.Bowden and Mrs. GeraldCooper,
-.leaders , and Mrs. Terry Sills,
--.wife of the pastor of the church.
"Preparation For Living In
The Now" was the theme conference which opened at 7:15
on Friday morning with the morning watch in the Ferguson Jaegel
Courtyard.
At 8:45 a US-2 missionary
spoke on "Missions And Me"
and showed films. A missionary
to Arizona Indians spoke and
showed films also. Lunch was
served in the dining room overlooking Dragon Lake.
The banquet was held at 5:30
.s.m. with theme being "Desert
hackiws". Don Blaylock, student
•
44
1 director at Morehead, directed
fun time.
Mrs. Jean Baugh, missionary
$to Tanzania, East Africa, was
speaker at the banquet. Confer7-al ences were held before the camp'
/fire led by RA staffers and the
- devotion at 11 p.m.
On Sunday morning Dr. G. Allen West directed the Bible study
on "Knowledge For Living In The
Now", Personal prayers were
;theld at 9:30 a.m. and at 10:45
worship was held led by Frank
Baugh, missionary to Tanzania,
ast Africa. "Inspiration For
4-iving In The Now" was the
theme.
4 The group expressed apprecia:lion for being able to attend the
:conference and said they were I
:looking forward to the convention
- o be held in Madisonville Noveber 7 and 8.

g

-1

&

TIMES --

•
FRIDAY -JULY

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mrs J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4547

I.

Friday, July 11
The Wranglers Riding Club I
will ride at seven pan' An add- I
ed feature will be costume fun.
• ••

Should she
live alone at 17?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are going 'round and
'round because our 17-year-old daughter, has said that after
she graduates from high school she wants to get a job and
move into an apartment with another girl.
My husband hits the ceiling whenever she mentions it.
He thinks that girls want to live alone so they can entertain
boyfriends without parental supervision, stay up until all
hours, and go wild in general.
I don't feel that way. I think our daughter lig good
sense, good moral values, and her choice of friends has
always been to her credit. I think parents oan teach their
children only so much. The rest they have to learn by
standing on their own two feet.
Hovedo you feel about this, Abby?
MOTHER IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR MOTHER: I think you are right. By the time a
girl graduates from high school, the twig is bent the way it
will grow, and from the sound of your letter, I would say
your daughter will not disappoint you.
DEAR ABBY: Is the bridegroom responsible for paying
the doctor bills for his bride-to-be just because she wanted a
physical examination and contraceptive pills?
This happened to my son and I say he was not
responsible for any bills his wife-to-be ran up. Am I right or
not? If I'm wrong I'll apologize to his wife. NEW INxLAW _-

A teen age swim party will
be held at the Oaks Country "Club from seven to ten p.m.
Each member may invite one
non-member guest.
•• •
Saturday, July 12
The Teen Center at the First
United Methodist Church will
he open from eight to 11 p.m.
for youths ages 13 through 19
Admission will be 25 cents.
•.•
Chapter U. of the PEO Sisterhood will meet at the home
of Dr. Beverly Fowler at one
p.m. A hobby show, Mrs. Mary
Jane Littleton, chairman, will
be held.
•••
A work day will be held at
the Oaks Country Club. A free
breakfast will be served at 6:30
a m Persons are asked to sign
op at the Pro-Shop or call 7537709 or 753-2378 by Thursday.
• ••
Sunday, July 13
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its monthy fellowship breakfast at the
iangle Restaurant, Murray, at
nine a.m.
• ••
The family of Will Ray will
have a reunion at the Murray
City Park with a basket dinner
to be served at noon.

Miss Wanda Morris Exchanges Vows
With Larry David Wright In Ceremony
At The Green Plain Church Of Christ

11, 1969
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Diuguid Home Is
'Scene Maryleona
I Frost Circle Meet

Mrs. James Diuguid opened
her home on Sharpe Street for
the meeting of the kiaryleona
Frost Circle of the Women's
Society of Christian Service of
the First United Methodist Church held on Tuesday, July 8, at
Wright is a graduate of Murray nine-thirty o'clock in the mornUniversity School. Both have 1118attended Murray State UniverThe interesting program on
sity. She is now employed at "Customs and Culture of Greethe Bank of Murray, and he at ce" was presented by Mrs. SamJim Adam's 1GA. Mr. Wright uel R. Dodson, Jr. She had stn
will be a Junior at Murray State display many art objects and
University in the fall.
crafts from Greece, where she
They are residing at their lived for three years.
Street.
Poplar
/
2
home at 14081
Mrs. Lillian Graves opened
Out of town guests were Mr the meeting with a prayer from
and Mrs. Emmett Wright, grand- "Guideposts". The roll call was
parents of the groom, Miss Lin- by Mrs. Diuguid with each reda Wright, and Jim Wright cou• sponding with comments on spesins of the groom, from Riley, cial rural and youth services.
Indiana.
The treasurer's report was givRehearsal Dinner
en.
A rehearsal dinner was given
A letter from Miss Doris Rowthe wedding party by Mr. and
land,
new WSCS sunshine chairMrs. David Wright, on Thursman, was read asking each circle
day evening, June 5, at the
Triangle Restaurant. An ar- to notify her of illnesses of memrangement of red and white bers,
Mrs. Hugh Houston reported
carnations were placed in the
on the two dinners served by
center of the table.
The bride-elect wore an apri- the circle. Mrs. J. W. Stuart,
cot double-knit dress designed vice-chairman of the WSCS, annwith a round neck and short ounced new program plans and
the school of missions to be held
sieeves.
The bridal couple presented August 18-22.
gifts to their attendants
Places were set for Miss MorThe first parking meter. in
ris, Mr. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. the United States was installed
Tommy Hoke, Mr. and Mrs. in 1935.
Marc Hayes, Miss Phyllis Pool,
*
Miss Ann Miller, Kenny Stubblefield, Brent Morris Jr., RanMotor trucks make up 15
dy Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- per rein of the vehicle:z regisald Coles, Mr. and Mrs. Dean tered in Calif wnia.
Crutchfield, Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Morris, and the hosts, Mr. and
Mrs. David Wright.

The Cunningham reunion by
descendants of Bruce Morgan
and Green Cunningham will be
held at the Murray City Park
at the 8th Street pavilion.
• ••
DEAR NEW: Technically, the bridegroom is not
,Open House will be held it
responsible for bills his bride-to-be "ran up" before their
the old Calloway County Court
marriage. but if your son willingly paid the bill and you made
House from two to five pan.
SERVICES
•••
an issue of it. apologise.
Farmer
Ave. at N. 17th St.
The annual homecoming will
Murray, Kentucky
be held at Jeffrey Cemetery at
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married 43
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. and
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Fran11:15 a.m. Rev. William D. Mcyears. We live modestly and have never been big spenders.
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m..
cis and children, Lori and Lisa,
Kinney will be the preacher folSomething really different We have a comfortable income and bank account and my
of Louisville and Miss Vicki
lowed by a basket dinner.
;match works cuff links. These
- ALL WELCOME husband is an honest and decent man, but here is my
•••
Susan Dortch of Paducah have
•genuine watch works are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Larry
David
Wright
problem:
Monday, July 14
been spending their vacation with The Bible Speaks
•mounted as cuff links plated in
to You
He hides money all over the house. I find it when
American Legion Post 73 will
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.J. E.
24 karat gold. Watch works are
(Brisendine Photo)
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
housecleaning.
Highway.
ii^:c1
annual
at.Abe
picnie•
its
Hazel
Nesbitt,
the backs of watches, seen when
amaSird
Wanda Gail Morris, p.-ms, with satin
milig 8:15 a.m.
streamers. All
Last month I found a surprising amount in the cellar. I
large pavilion at the City Park daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cover is removed. The cuff
Brent the attendants wore white gold
at 6:30 p.m. All members and Morris, of Murray, and
asked him why. He never answered. I tried to get him to put
adornments are available round
Larry p-mdants with their initals
entheir families are invited.
that money in the bank as the bills were already getting
avid Wright, son of Mr. and graved,
or rectangle-shaped.
•••
which were gifts from
moldy,
Mrs.
but
wouldn't
he
just
it.
them
He
do
hide
took
David
to
Wright of Murray, the bride.
(Golden Fusion, 4190
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of were !mired in marriage.
somewhere else.
Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.).
FriMr. Wright chose Tommy
the WSCS of the First United day, June 6, at six-thirty
Today I found some more money under the sofa
o'- Hoke to be his best
man.
Methodist Church will meet at clock in the evening at
Phone 753-1272
the Groomsmen and ushers were
cushions, and I am feeling very depressed.
7:30 p_rn, at the social hall.
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
reen
Plain
Church
of
Christ,
Please don't write me a personal letter as my husband
the
bride's cousin,. Kenny Stub•••
j.utth Bro. Dean Crtuclifield per ble/laid
We Have It
We Will Get It-Or It Can't BC Rd
auto the mail !trot ranee he is now retired. Thank you.
and more nays, who
The cordeiia Erwin circle of forming the
double-ring cere- lighted the
WORRIED
candles before the..
the WSCS of the South Pleasant mony.
ceremony.
Grove United Methodist Church
The church was beautifully
DEAR WORRIED: Get your husband to a doctor for a
will meet at seven p.m. at the decorated for the occasion
For her daughter's wedding,
with
"routine" checkup as soon as possible. Be sure to tell the
church.
CREME
the large wrought iron arch en- Mrs. Morris chose to wear a
doctor (quietly in advance( what you have told me. Your
• ••
RINSE
twined
with
bridal
pink
dress
knit
white
with
wreaths.
achusband needs help.
Tuesday, July 15
Baskets oi gladioli were placed cessories. Her whimsey was of
The Good Shepherd United .,n both sides of the arch.
WITH AN
Two blending shades of pink. Her
Methodist Church WSCS will candelabra with seven
DEAR ABBY: I think you were a bit negative with
candles corsage was of white carnations.
meet
at
the church at two p.m. each, palm plants, and baskets
"HATES SAILING." A seaaick, frightened wife is no fun for
Mrs. Wright, the groom's mo• ••
of gladioli completed the decor- ther, wore a long sleeved blue
a husband who loves to sail, but neither does she pose
ations. White .satin bows with and white brocaded dress with
Insurmountable problems.
greenery marked the family matching accessories. Her corHaving solved that problem, may I offer this advice:
dews.
sage was also of white carnetI had to woo my wife in sailing, slowly, and carefully,
A program of recorded music .tons.
and here are the steps.
was presented. "Because", "Oh
The register table was cover1. Use seasickness pills-but sparingly, as they can
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Ray Tur- Perfect Love", and "The Wedded with pink velveteen. An armake one drowsy.
ner, 414 South 10th Street,are the ing Prayer" were the selections rangement of white carnations
Your favorite 2%"x3V
2. Short sails at first.
,•.
photo enlarged
parents of a son, Phillip Ray II, chosen. The traditional wedd-- with white wedding bells ac3. Give her something to do so she won't be bored.
to a giant
weighing six pounds three oun- ing processional and recession- centing the flowers, was placed
$1
Valu•
[Coiling ropes, or managing one of the sails. Even swabces, born on Tuesday, July 8 al were presented.
on the table. Miss Ann Miller
bing
the
Women
deck.
poster.
love
to
clean!]
Brick's
Dross
at
1:55
a.m.
at
the
Murray-CalloThe
precided at 'the register table.
The bride was escorted to the Her corsage was._ig_whAe, carna4. No bickering, arguing, or squabbling on board. [This
SAV-FUTE
way County Hospital.
_ _
.Welcome Wagon
ltar and given in Marriage by tions.
In Bel-AtFerpRii
Induces seasickness.)
' They have one daughfir,
Hostess with
9 a.m..9 p.m. Daily 14 p.m. Sun..
Ann, who is one year old on July her father. She wore a formal
5. Teach her to sail. If you make her feel welcome and
For her wedding trip t he
The Most Famous Basket in
gown of white silk organza over bride wore a yellow linen dress.
11.
useful,
she's
much
be
fun
more
than
glamorous
most
the
the World®
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. peau de soie. The A-line dress She wore tne orchid from her
passenger.
James
Allen Turner of Murray was fashioned with an empire bridal bouquet as her corsage.
I don't say this will work for everyone, but it worked
Route
Five
and Mr. and Mrs. waist line. The long-full sleeves The couple spent a week in
for me.
Regards,
William
Martin
of Olunulgee,Ok- had fourteen tiny covered satin Florida.
CALL
"LOVES SAILING-WIFE,TOO"
buttons on the wide lace cuffs.
lahoma.
Mrs. Wright is a graduate of
'Three lace flowers were placed Murray High School,
and Mr.
on
the
CONFIDENTIAL TO SCORPIO": I have a seven-letter,
bodice
accented
with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningone word "solution" to year problem. FORGIVE! For forham of Murray Route Five ann- pearls and iridescents Two rows
of Gallian lace was placed dawn
giveness is the fragrance of a violet on the keel of the
ounce the birth of a daughter
me who crushed it.
born on Wednesday, July 9, at the front of the A-line skirt,
Phone 753-2378
circling around the hem line
the Murray - canoway 'County
of the dress. Twenty-two tiny
Hospital.
satin buttons were placed on
Their other children are Dan- the
center back of the dress to
ny, Hal, Anita, Vickie, and Sam- the paint oi
attachment of a
my.
large silk organza bow. The
Motor Inuits make up 15
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. streamers of the bow flowed
THE HAIR SHANTY , 909 Charleston, Matton, Ill., owned
per cern of- the vehicles regisby Don and Cathy Farmer has
Vernon Cunningham of Murray gracefully as the bride
descendreturned to Murray again with • gigantic savings on
tered in California.
their
Route Five.
ed the aisle. The bride designtremendous sale in Murray last Fall but these prices are wonderful wigs. We had a
tremendously low.
ed her giwn and her grandm -iAT THE HOLIDAY INN - Murray, Ky.
cher,- Mrs. Macon White fashOn July 26, at 40:00 a.m., the Calloway Counioned it.
in the Studio Room - From 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. on
Her shoulder length veil of
ty Board of Education is offering for sale, to
illusion
was secured to a
The Woman's Missionary Soc- ailk
iety of the Cherry Corner Ba satin r35e entrusted with wideWiglets-2 1/2 -es.
the highest bidder, the following vehicles:
24.95 NOW $10.95
tist Church held its regular sLents and tiny satin leaves.
ihe
bride's
only jewelry was a
The popular "Pop-Up" Wigiet with wire
meeting at the church on Wednesday, July 2, at seven-thirty tiny heart-shaped diamond penbase
ci.int„,_a gat of the groom.
NOW $24.95
o'clock in the evening.
She
carried
a
formal
cascade
The Mini "Pop-Up"
Mrs. Cassell Garrison was in
_
24.95
NOW $14.95
charge of the program on "Dis- bmiquet of white Carnations
DYNEL curly cue with pre-cut neckline ..
with
a
beautiful
catalina
orchid
ciples Unto the Uttermost". She
89.95 NOW $19.95
Human Hair stretch pre-cut neckline
was assisted by Mrs. James in the center. It was accented
49.95
oith
NOW $29.95
ivy
Garland.
Semi hand-tied wig stretch
Mrs. Pamela Hoke, friend cf
The calendar of prayer was
59.95 NOW $39.95
led by Mrs. Jimmy Rickman. e,e bride, was matron of honFully hand -tied wig - finest quality •
159.95
w
She
ire a floor-length
NOW $89.95
Seventeen persons were preFull hand-tied stretch wig - finest quality
sent including one new member, gown of pink voile fashioned
179.95
NOW $99.95
Mrs. Rio, Gibson, and one vis- after the bride's dress. She carPetite Falls
a
cluster
ried
bouquet of pink
89.95 NOW $59.95
itor, Mrs. Wilcox.
c3rrviti3ns with -pink satin streaShoulder Length Falls
•••
99.95 NOW $69.95
mers tied in love-knot;. She
For styling a wig
ii,^re a bow of pink voile in her
reg. 15.00 NOW $ 5.00
hair.
For styling and sizing
,
25.00 NOW $10.00
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Carol
Fliese busses slid irtryks will be Mild -"as is''.
ST. LOUIS (U1'1)- Call for
People in Murray know us. W. have had
policeman in the 9th District Hays and Miss Phyllis Pool.
shows hers before. Don Fernier.
owner of the
HAIR SHANTY is the seri of Rev. W. A.
I'lie Cal1ewayl.:01.11411 Board of EdUc.ation reano you're very likely Co get their,dressee were identical tc.
Farmer.of Murray, Ky. All hair,
except Dyne!,
is 100T human 'hair, European textured
the ,bonar attendant except be
Officer Townsend.
guaranteed to be free from defects in
manship or material for a full year. These
workeives the right to reject any and,all bias.
The district has three lag orchid in "color. They also
are exceptionally low prices for
quality
merchandise
orchid
voile bows in their
Register for FREE WIGLET with us at
Townsend in uniform - Donnie, had
the Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.,
hair. Their bouquets were a
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. July 11-12
Dennis and Billie.
duster of orchid star burst porn
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DISCIII IT DU G l'EITERS

iffromAfigok

Linda Adams

WIGLETS

WIG SALE

BUSSES FOR SALE

Cherry Corner
!VMS Has Meet

FRIDAY & SATURDAY-JULY 11-12
reg.

1 - 1955 Ford, 48 Passenger Bus
1 -1955 Dodge, 48 Passenger Bus
1 - 1956 Dodge, 48 Passenger Bus
1 - 1951 International, 48 Pass. Bus
2- 1951 Ford,/
1
2-Ton Truck
1 - 1951 Ford, Panel Truck

reg. 39.95
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Will Have
6 TV Shows

&

TIMES—

MURRAY. KENTileHT

FRIDAY —JULY II.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

‘ft

gcr-Tv

t.

WI.AC-n
(laapil 5

titmice 1

WM-TV
Channel E

FRIDAY EVENING PltpCRAMS
g

00 IleWS ; win, , $alt
se '30 High Chaos...al
7
co High Chapoarral
.e
30 Name of the Game
-O
:00 Name of Me Game
_Sig
:30 Name of the Game
▪
:61 The Saint
7
:30 The Saint
.00 Nein. Wthr.• Sots
10 30 Tonight Shoe;
.06 Tonight Show
30 Tonight Snow
.00
•34.

ItIkammee
,I•

SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON
UPI - The space agency plans
to beam six color television shows from the Apollo 11 command
ship during its trip to and from
the moon and in moon orbit,
and one long black-and-white telecast from the lunar surface.
Latest scheduled times all
times EDT andapprorimate, based on an on-time launch and
subject to change include:
Thursday, July 17, 7:47-8:02
p.m., color shots of earth the
day after launch during earthmoon coast.
Friday, July 18,7:32-7:47 p.m.,
color shots of earth and moon
during earth-moon coast.
Saturday, July 19, 4:02-4:17
p.m., color from moon orbit
between first orbital insertion
and a. corrective maneuver to
lower orbit.
Sunday, July 20,1:52-2:22p.m.,
color showing moon lander flying
formation near command ship.
Monday, July 21, 2:12-4:52 a.m.,
black - and - white telecast live
from the moon's surface, showing Neil A. Armstrong and Edwin E. "Buzz" Ardrin walking
on the moon.
Tuesday, July 22, 9:02-9:17
p.m., color during coast back
toward earth showing moon fading in distance.
Wednesday, July 23, 7:02-7:17
p.m., color shots of earth on last
night before splashdown.
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SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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News; Wthr.; Seterts Bronco
Wild Wild West
Let's Make a Deal
WIg Wild West
John Davidson Snow
GMer Pnue, itSitAC
John Davklson Show
Movie:
Judd for the Defense
"Youngblood Hawk" Judd for the Detenee
Movie
Dick Cavan Show
Movie
Dick Careft ShoW
Nevis; Wthr.; Sports News Wthr.t SOWN
Ray Anthony Show
Movie:
Rae Anthony Show
"Good Day for •
Movie:
tisinconte•
"The True Story ol Movie:- Joel., Bishop
Jesse James"
Joey Bishop Show
Movie
Joey Bishop Snow
Joey BISAOP

6

.•

8,,‘,,

1 Farm Digest

7- .:30 rip=

,
_'
O . :00 Super Six
__O
:30 Cool McCool
O
:00 FlIntsfories
7 :30 Banana Splits
.00 Adventure
oer
Four
Gov
_1O
:Og Storybook Squares
tIntarred World

••• of.
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Black Heritage
Go Go Gather
BUS., Bunny
Road
Runner
Wacky Races
Archie Show
Batman-Superman
Hour of Adventure
Herculoide
Shauan
Pnoeve Snow

Science In Action
Dudley De Rion'
Fens the •Citt
Casper Cartoons
Adv. Of GUIllver
Soiderman
British Ooen Golf
Brutish Osten Gen
British Open Gott
George of Juno.,
American Bandstard

ni.
5:1p In
M. Dick & M Mlehtor American Bandstend
Plappening
Lone Itt edgier
:00 Baseball
Steclea -el- inktieite*--Jargiv-i1010•
:30 Baseball
Roller Derby
54°0/1"
.2
:CO Baseball
Vc.iler Derby
Dobie
A.
•30 Baseoan
feittsle Oven Gcuf
Movies:
2 -.00 Baseball
"Rookies in ButMir tiritish Open Golf
7
-30 Baseball
British Open Gott
"Experiment
A,
00 Carl Smith. Show
Alcatraz"
Wide ..,Wterh1 cl Sports
'To :30 The Stone/nen-I
Wide R&M ef
Sporting ttfe
C
:00 Hugh Lewls Show All Amer. Col. Show Wide World or !serfs
7
All-Star Wrestling,
30 Wilburn Bros ch
CBS EvenIno 'News

_

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAM&
.• •
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7
8
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10

:00 Lester Flail Show News; Wthr., Scorebd All-Ster Wrestling...
.
:30 Adarn-I2
Jackie Gleason Show Coating'Gone
-00 Get Smart
30 Ghost
:
4
!
1 1 li tirG
eeeTnns Show t.leTw
wriv
enceiltiChow :00 Movie:
Heji.42 Heroes
Lawrence WeV-Show
:30 "Jumping Jacks"P
t
Johnny Cash Show
:00 Movie:
Death Valley Delo
Johnny Cash Show
:30 Moyle
News; Wthr.; Sooin Marty Robbins 5boo,
Movie; Neva'
Mannix
8111 Anderson Show
:30 Moyle:
Mannix
Billy Walker Show
Canyon"
Movie:
Billy Welker Show
"BedeviledMovie:
Movie
"Claudette Insthr
Movie
Moyle '
Movie
Movie
.
News

11 38 m"RoVe
12 31
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CIENCE
by United Pross International
Today is Friday, July 11, the
192nd day of 1969 with 173 to
follow.

DM —

.5 to You
1340 KC
$ a.m.
111111111111101116

The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Meicury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.

SPARKLING SPARKING OVER DENVER- A lightning storm in Denver provides spectacular.
On this day in history:
scene as two bolts meet over suburban Arvada,in this photo by Denver Post's Ed Maker.
in 1864, America economists
claimed that Civil War inflation
bad cut the value of the dollar
the number of chicks placed. to the-44S. Bureau -of -Labor {
to 39 cents.
4.•.••••••
- low Naggiimaaweirlitegie•••••,eheran illara
.
414,trallia••••••
• TA''ti5, MI school teachers
* 4*
in trermany were ordered to
Nepal Agreement
Indian Exports
Adolf Hitler's "Mein
read
With Red China
At a Record
Kamp" to become familiar with
the Natzi creed.
NEW DELHI UPI)- India's
KATMANDU (UPI) - Nepal
In 1952, Gen. Dwight D. Eiexports during -the inist year will infpoit communist Chinese hit " a
senhower was nominated as Re- Texas Broilers
of
level
record
goods valued at $2.6 million $1,804,699,000 (b). The figure
publican presidential candidate Set a Record
during 1%9, according to an was higher by 5.3 per cent than
with Richard Nixon as his runnagreement. signed between Neing mate.
of
record
earlier
the
In 1955, the U.S. Air Force
AUSTIN, Tex.(UPI) - Com- pal's state-owned National Trad- $1,714,900,000 (b) reconleB in
Academy was dedicated with mercial broiler producers in Tex- ing. Ltd.. and the state cor- 1964-65
306 cadets in its first class.
as sold more than 168,300,000 poration of communist China.
* *
thought for the day — (m) chicks during 1968, a state
Proceeds from sale of the
I
John Calhoun said — "The sur- record, according to the Texas Chinese goods will be used to Tire Evolution
render of life is nothing com- Crop and Livestock Reporting finance Chinese-aided projects
YORK (UPI) NEW
pared to acknowledgement of -Service. The
Cotton, last of the natural fibers
state ranked se-. in Nepal.
inferiority."
* * *
to be used for reinforcing tires,
venth in the United States in
has been replaced in recent years
by a series of man-made fibers Hawaiian Food
and now it's happening again.
Prieto High
Rayon supplanted dbtton in
HONOLULU (UP!) —
d the 1950s, and rayon in turn
costa n Hawaii run from
-try-nyloTe- Now,
to 20 per cent higher than those says Goodyear, polyester is
on the West Coast, according threatening nylon's stipremaeN

.95
.95

.00

.00

the
net,
orkitty

Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
'7 Days a Week
—
J. C. Gallimore
—

HELP WANTED
To -Assemble Rides

Starting Sunday Afternoon, July 13, at
2:00 p.m. )•
also Monday, July 14, starting* 7:00 a.m.

Can Use 50 Men
No Experience Necessary
Must Be At Least 18 Years Old

a

Briefs

Mustang SportsRoof

Wviam INSURANCE

Starts now in
-Ford Country
Autoinatici. transmission, power steeroing; vinyl roof.

'69 PONTIAC GTO.

'67 PONTIAC

Catalina 4-Door Sedan. Double

!my. 1' F'
'86 OLDSMOBILE 98 2-Door Hardtop. Power
and air, vinyl root.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY
Observed The

GRANDOPENING
v

1.95

.95

NOW SERVING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

Business

✓ has
id a

.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95

HAZEL CAFE

on Taligrounds
gap, but that's easier said than
Japanese Problem
crone,- says Hone. "It may,
TOKYO (UPI)
The. take from five to seven years.
most important problem faced
by Japan's economy is the fact
BEST LAID PLAN...
that the nation's Gross National
WALTON-LE-DALE, England
Product (GNP) is third highest RIM — A women's institute
ii the world while per capita Went weeks collecting trash for
income is far down the list in an exhibition to show how un-i
21st place, according to Shigeo kept the village was.
They put the rubbish on disRorie, former president and
chairman of the Bank of Tokyo. play, but before the exhibition
"We will have to narrow that opened Friday the trash had
been picked up by trashmen.

Almanac
17th St
Lucky
a.m. and
:00 p.m.

SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON
UPI - The men who designed
the flight path Apollo 11's command ship "Columbia" will follow
in moon orbit did a better job
than they had to do.
During the first two moon orbit missions - Apollo 8 and Apollo
10 - the spacecraft started out
circling the, moon in a circular
orbit 69 miles high.
By the time activities at the
moon had been completed in thoFive per cent of passengee
se two flights, flight planners ears
sold in the United State,
found, the moon's uneven gravity in 1967
were convertibles.
field had pulled the spaceship

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

2 ::308 ATetcek

DOZER CAUGHT NAPPING-Bulldozer rests in garage of Peter Metro in Denver after an
11-year-old boy started ita engine and jumped off. The 45-ton behemoth traveleil 385
feet in reverse, tore through the garage and up Metro's new car. Damage $15,000.

Orbit For
Apollo 11
- Down Pat

I OM)

slightly out of its circular orbit.
James C. McPherson, head of
the mathematics branch at the
Manned Spacecraft Center, said
recently Apollo 11 will be targeted into a 62-by-76-mile high
orbit with the second firing of
Its main engine at the moon.
By aiming into this orbit with
the high point and the low point
at precisely the right places,
he said, the command ship will
have slipped into a 69-mile circular orbit under the influence
of moon gravity by the time the'
"Eagle" landing craft takes off
from the lunar surface to rejoin
the command ship.
"It doeSn't matter that much,"
he said. "We're just getting cocky and we're going to tune it tz
real fine on Apollo 11."

1

its new offices in the Be! Air- Shtpping
Center, So. 12th-Street, Murray, June 30 and

'65 EUICK Electra 2-Door Hardtop.
and air. Snarl) as a brier!

Power

'62 CADILLAC 4-Door Sedan.

or

114000r. 6-cylinder, straight'stick.
'Et ONEVY)

July I. The new facilities featTire a modern
decor or golden elleanut pranelincoid tweed
wall-to-wall carpeting, and corresponding
draperies. The office is equipped with central
heating wad air-conditio,ling, recessed lighting, and four private offices. The outer office:serves as a reception area and provides Work
space tot' the clerical staff. Alt offices are
•
newly furnished./
•
Gifts were given to EIJI who registered dur- •
ing the two-day period. A television Set WaS
-won by Mrs. Nora Douglasi a rod'and Peel by
Mrs. Jo Ann Humphreys, and.a.cooker-tryer
by Mr. Bobby Tayfor,,all Of. MUrray.. Many insurance company executives and
fietd men,
Avelt--as .-encs
and- customers
f-Pa
of-the Afgouey. were on hand for the Opening
Bel Air Shopping Center Erb 753-4751

its

r: •

I

_
SUMMER CLEARANCE
-SALE
.

a

0000 SELECTION OF NEW CARS

USED CARS NEEDED
-111

airiDERS-PURDOM
Authorized Dealers For „
Cadillac - Oldsmobile - Pontiac
1406 Main Street

Aone 753-5315

Galaxie 500, the "king of quiet". . .
Mustang, Americas most wanted
sporty car . . . every car in stock
now at '69 Official Clearance prices.
Big choice of bargains. Hurry! FDAF

PARKER FORD INC, MURRAY,KY.
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SCOTTS GROVE BAPTISM CHURCH
Rev. Loos Penick, pester
10 .00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 Lin.
Worship Service ..
p.m.
Training Union
t
73
Evening Worshipg nion. • • '''''' 8::300
7:30
p m.
Wolineeday Servioe ...
Peel
Sept..
Wayne
Barnett,
0.5.
Rudy
Garrison, frailties Union Director.

••••••

•••
•••••:
•••••
••••••

-11-.16111

GUIDE YOU

ro

MIS CHURCH

•-•..."••••••-Prsrs•••••••••

MATCHLESS
in power is God. How generously He deals with His
world. All of our physical necessities are miraculously
supplied by Him. He planned it so all wild
creatures could live in abundance. He pointed
us human beings to faith in God and challenged us
stronKby citing the birds, "Your Father
feedeth them." Then pause by the clear
stream, take in the fresh air, examine the
fruits of His fields and "Be Still and know that
He is God." Just who among us would doubt
that He gave us the soil, the seed and the sea??'
He gave His church for congregating
and praisingjhe Lord. It is here
He quickens AtrIspirios by
the revelation of truth and
goodness and feeds our deeper
needs with His love and
grace. He is the
matchless beneficent.

Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

Phone 753-5334
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aslt Mulberry Street
9:45 a.m.
Wednesciat Par .ce
7." 1"2- Worship Servioe
11:00 a.m
UNITED PENTACOS7T
Worship
:A
31 p.m. Evening Ay
7:00 p.m.
CHURCH
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ining ...... 8
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p
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330
New Concord on Hwy. 444 c"
mils G. compiled!, peeter
A.C.E. League
Wed. 7:30 p
Bible Study
10:00 am.
Sunday School
Li :00 a.m. FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
Morning A orship
Doyle K. W•hb, pester
OlIZERT COUNES BAPTIsio
South lath and Glendale Road
CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
A orshtp Service .....
11 :00 am.
10:00 &At-Sunday night
7:30 p.m.
11://8 CM Alia Week Service
Service
7:30 p.m

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

-1---

Murray Mobile Homes

,

•

"Quality Homes at Reasonable Prkea"

Phone 753-3640

_

,-

753-7101

Charcoal Hamburgers - Chicken - PIS 1111,11411111111114..
Shakes. Splits - Sundaes
1206 Chestnut St.
Phone 753.4011

...

-

A FRIEND
END
Peck's Upholstery Shop

:.Ward & Elkins

Crimson

Your Authorised Myers Pump Dealer
Saies - Servile v, Parts
M.ayfieldliighway
Phone 753-5643

Dairy Cheer

WI*
"IT'S FINGER- LIC-KIN' -GOC1D"s

1113 Sycamore

Scarborough Plumbing & Elec.

New & Used
SALES, SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
rAILE EAST OF MURRAY
Hw'''' 94.
OFFICE PH 753.6685
GIL G. HOPSON
JOHN D. GstocoN
HOME PH 436.5890
753.2985
SF
aetti
il
ii

Keittmekw pied Clelielr.

TIIE BEST IN CHOICE STEAKS
"We Speeialise In Hot PM Barbecue"
Phone 753-4682
1409 Main Street
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...INIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
106 N orth 15.01 Street
SPRING CREAM BAPTIST CHURCH
Hollio MUler, minister
9:30 a.m.
Bible Stu.ly
Sunday School ..... .... 10:00 ant morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 ani. gv,ntrig Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union ..
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week ...v.-.-..--. . ....-- 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship • .
8:00 Pm. Thursday (College Student *
Wed. Services
7:30 P.m
6:15 p.m.
Devotional)

Prestcn Harris & David Carter, owners

Robert Young
WM. E. Dodson

6:15
7:00

-*snow • •••••••••••

Owens Food Market

,.

)natt

Yes le Ti. Church
Ti. Oerti In Yes

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

A Friend

Jai

Rev. Amber* nese. Pester
POPLAR SPRI7408 BAPTIST
I0:00 a. m
CHUHCH
. Route 2 - Pottertown
11:00 a. m.
(10
10 00 a.m
Evening
lig Worship
Even
ruilng
0 p. In. Fund...y Scrod
"
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN Pjili
p.m
.m....
:: 00
000
0 pa
1171:
Max AMINDIVI'S. Seaday *easel OWN- Morning Worship
Training Union
15th & Main
.. IIINMOBIAL BAPTIST CRIER( It
p.m.
830
c.Ill 113 Y School and
Maas Street se leg
lPttng
Mhee
rayer
Pg
iW
tvel
u01.1n
Bible Clean
9:15 am.
,
Normisa Culeepew. paste
I>ix hie Worship
10:30 a.m
CUMBERLAND
763-4411
PLICAS•NT
MT.
Dial-A-Devotion
PRESBYTERIAN CHUB( IR
9:40 aril.
Sunday Scheel
11:00 a.m.
Worship
Morning
12:60 am
Morning Worship
7:00 par.
Sunday Night Bertioe
Training Union:
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
6:30 p.m
(Sept-March)
Sur9ev
third
arid
1:30 p.m
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
LOCUST GROVE
5:30 pm
(Sept.-Marsh)
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Kirkse.v. Kentucky
Prayer Itsetlog:
Robert Robinoos. minMter
1:641
Bach Wednesday
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
NEWIllitt NT CARMEL
11:00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH Sunday Night Service ..
Hey. Hilly Odllisnere 'setae
a.m.
10:00
'
Sunday School
FIRST RAPTIRT CHURCE
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
H. C. Chiles. pastor
6:30 p.m. dunday School
9 :30 a.m.
Evening Worship
0:0
46
0 am.
10
Wednesday Youth
Morning Worship
p.m.
7:00
Union
Training
Fellowship
.
10
7:0
30 p.m.
..:ven. Worship
ruiltr BAPTIST CHURCH
p.m.
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday
Jebneen pastor
a.m.
10:00
Sunday School
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Billy Roberts. Supt.
III N. Fifth Street
11:00 am
Morning Worship
William M. Porter. Poster
p.m.
6'30
Training Union
9:30 a.m.
la 0
nre
ciaz
Donnie Chapman, Director
10:30 a.m.
ch°el
our
7:10 par Eveningnigfi
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Service
7:00 DM.
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
('hi Rho Fellowship
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
5:00 p.m.
CYlir Fellowship
CHRIST
Wednesday
OF
Men's Fellowship .. third
third Tuesday
("WI' Gen. Meet.
Mu rra y -Pot tert own Road
Bre. James West, minister
10:00 am.
Bible Study
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
11:00 a.m.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Rev. NW Bead, pastor
Evening Worship
10:00
-.WSW PROYIDAMCK-- Supgay tilciuota,
[1:00
M ris frig-Witetnip
021I2CIII OF CHRIST
7.00 P.M
Even in, Won't.fr.
SsIneay Dale. _blister
Sumtayi
UNION GROVE CHURCH
10 am.
Sunday School .
OF CHRIST
Stacy Myers, minister
11 am
Morning Worship
10:00 am.
Sunday School
S p.m.
Everting Classes
10:60 am.
Worship Service
p.m.
8:30
Evening Worship
Evening Service
0:30 p.m.
Mid-Week Bible Study:
Wednesday:
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
8 P.M.
Bible Clam
IIMMANurEL MISSIONARY
CHURCH
SALIM BAPTIST CHURC
Barrett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
TIR..111.
Thomas Fortaer, pastor
a.mBro.
10:00
School
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
11100 a.m.auziclaY School
Morning Worship .....
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship
8
7:
:3
30
0
71:10 P...1111M
E
T rxii°e
rnin
n:
tn
ining Worship .........7:80
......
Prayer Service
Wednesday Evening
SINKING SPRINGS 11APTTIIT
Prayer Service
•
CHURCH
- 10:00 a.m. VF1211? FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Schooi
storam.
Rev. Heyward Robertaio
puo
11:00 am.
morning Worship
6:30 p.m..Sunday School
Tra:ntng Union
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11:00
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EN
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Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m Training Union
Wednesday Night
6:20 p.m.
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WOrship Servioe

illitURRAY CHURCH OF
NORTH PLMASAire-ta,sovS
TIE NAZARENE
OUMBRALLAHD PRIJOHYTE/A18th and Plainview
South
CHIJACII
James J. Hester, Minister
Row. id Glover, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday, School
10.00 fana Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Young People
4:00 p.m. Evangelistic Service ... 7:00 p.m
Mid-Week
Prayer
Service
'
Brecht, Worship
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
MICELI HILL
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Themes, Pastor
107 North Fourth Street
Preaching:
George R. Bandarre
•
.'Watchtower Study .... 10:30 a.m. First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
*Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am. Preaching:
End and 4th Sundays at 9:30 am.
Tilble Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
-Ministry School Friday . 7:30 P.m.
each ihnid&F."
,Service Meeting Friday . 8:30 p.m.
BUSSIEL1141 MAPES,
METHODIST CHURCH
UNITED
SEVENTH DAT ADVENTIST
A. M. Themse, Paster
Rev.
CHURCH
Preaching:
15th & Sycamore
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Travis Smith, pester
Preaching:
Sabbath School
1 :00 p.m
Ind and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
2:00 p.m Sunday School at alternate times
Worship Service
Each Sunday
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
tiOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
1120 W. Main Street
(Formerly New Hope and Sulphur
Rev. Hebert Bureheell. Vicar
Springs Chnreheel
Services Facb c,nd,v at
Johns*. Easley. Pastor
8:00 and 10:00 aro.
10:00 a.m.
School
Church
11:00 am
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
Methodist Youth Fellowship
6:00 p.m.
CHUIICH
Meeting
cl'n•ST
CHURCH (SF .11r.SU
TEM and Third Sundays:
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
(Merieria)
Sunday School .... 10:00
Morning Service
Services held at 15th and Sycamore
11:00
10:00 am.
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School .... 10:00 ant. Sacrament Meeting .
.
Phone 763-4249
Methodist Youth
CHESTNUT STREET .
Pelk•wahip
4:16 PM.
TABERNACLE
Worship Service
7:00
(Penteeestal Church Of God
LYNN °BOYS
Of America)
METHODIST CHUACIII
Cherry & Chestnut
Dimas P. Wheatley, paater.
First and Third Sundays:
Rev. John W. De Water, Paster
10.00 A.M.
Worship Service
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Sunday School .... 10:45 a.m. Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
Second and Fourth Sunday:
7:30 P.M.
Evening Worship
Sunday School .... 10:00 am. Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:30 P.M.
Worship Service
11:00 am Friday P.Y.P.A.
7:30 P.M.
COLE'S CAME °HOUND
WEST artrentitir CIIYRH
METHODIST CHURCH
OP CHRIST
South 13th Street
crustr Sunday:
Ande Melee. preseker
Sunday School .... 10:00, a.m.
Servitor'
Sed Sunday:
Sunday School . .. . 10:00 a..m. Sunday Bible Study - 10700 e.a.
Worship Service
10:60 SAL
II-t00 0-M. 3ea011.7 W070199
Third Sunday:
6:00 p.a.
1111Sday Wank..
Sunday s.-e ,
10:00 lana Wednesday Bible Study - 000 pm.
It Fourth Sunday
'Tor informatthe er transportation
Worship Sel-Tt ^P
9:43 .T1,
Call 753-31900 air 11611-T7616
Sunday School .... 10:46 a.m.
1
MY? Sunday
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
700 p.m.
(2nd and 4th Sunday*)
Fifth and Maple Streets
Dr. Samuel R. DO11101. Jr., pastor
7th & Poplar
9:45a.m.
Church School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
am.
10:50
3:46
&
aunday
6.30 p.m
Bible School
Jr. & Sr Fellowship
11:45
7:00 p.m
Worship Hour ...
10:40 am. Evening Worship
•
lientling Worship
. 6:00 p.m.
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Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Phone 753-1933
Murray, Ky.

"Where Sales and Service Go Together"
South 12th Street

Palace Drive-In

753-1717

24-Hour Service
One Mlle North on Highway 641
Phone 753-0(14 - 753-9012 - 7153-71541

Rosa's Wheel Alignment

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp..

Wheel Bearings - Tires - Tire Balancing
Mufflers
ard k Olive
714-1111

-

Phone 753-5012

Phone 753-1751

.

-; s----11-THE STAG SHOP
7.._7157-i

Daniel Boone
-

Mo-Go Oil Company

The Cleaner That's Interested la Yea

909 So. 7th

.

A FRIEND

A FRIEND

Complete Auto and Truck Service

Plumbing and Heating
Commercial and Residential
Repoirs & Installation - Gas &Sewer
Phone 753-6168
501 No. 4th

Daily Service to Memphis and St Leith

.

Boone,8 Incorporated

Sholar's Auto Repair

Claude Vaughn

Paschall Truck Lines

.

MOTORS

Haki Lock Shop and Office
Furniture

Used Cars - Minor Repairs
Day 7'53-5862
/014f.ht 753-3546

Phone 75.3-2617

Mun-ay Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Phone 753-7992

@C3000 /0/17/

AllieRlCA)4

Caiiiilk Taylor Gulf Servial.

. ..-

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Soybean Division
Holmes Ellis, Gen. Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8220

Phone

Your Cni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - i Blk. E. of 8. 12th - Phone 753-1489

Ainbassador - Rebel - Rambler
,
Top Quality Used Cars
Pive Points
Phone 753-6448

-

Murray Warehouse Corp.

Five Points

- Service
Carroll Tire

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

CHICKEN - BEEF - SHRIMP - pISH - HAM
Open 7 Days - 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
753-4334
Chestnut Street I next to Capril

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co-

Indoor Comfort
Centsa•

Massey-Ferguson - Sales & Service
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road
.
I

Division of Freed Cothain to., D*.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
• 8th at Chestnut
Phone 752-41132
. •.

Florist .
,Shirley
a

Flowers for Akit Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St. •
753-3251

The Led' ger & Times
.

Melugin Outboard Marine

'

,_
Johnson Outboard Motors - Beata & Trailers
201 So. Ith
Phone 753-3734
•

'-.'k ,..

Trenholm's Drive-In
iiminkrenny Chicken - Pislit - Spaghetti
More
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or
phone 753-299'7
12th de Chestnut

Calloway. County Soil.
Improvement Ass'n
•

.

Campus Casual Shop, Inc.
Keret of California -..Tarril - Cos Lob - L'Aigion
Do Mani - VISO Vaughn and Accessories
1110 North__1_ Phone 753-2895

Tubbs Studio '
Cherie, Tobbse - Pbotograpber
223 BO 131I1
For Appointment Call

Serving Vann Families Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924
-

•
753-30(fi
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New Role
For Blake
,• HOLLYWOOD (UPD—Rob- eit Blake, one of the killers of
"In Cold Blood." will star as a
tough Army enlisted man in
"The Bridge at Reinagen."

Tries Again
HOLLY WOOD (UPI)—
George Maharis takes still another try at major movie stardom with a co-starring role in
"The Maurauders."
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Gray or Desert Sand.
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• LOW RATES— Beautifully decorated rooms with madam baths,
television, air conditioning.
• FAMILY PLANS — No c'harge for children under 14 when in
Rh. tome room with 'parents. If additional room is needed,
single rate would apply for both rooms.

ONE DRAWER CABINET
A smooth gliding, roller bearing steel file for personal use. Equipped
with spring compressor for record protection. Can be interlocked with
other Cole units.
LETTER SIZE....14" wide, lah " high, 16" deep with lock.

• FREE PARKING in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests ond Jim Porter Room dinner guests.
• LOUISVILLE'S FINEST FOOD in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
and the unique Derby Room. Entertoipment nightly in the
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop. 016
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACIUTIES.
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TREE DID IT Emil Eisenlohr looks at the havoc in his kitchen In Fairview Park, Ohio. where a falling tree hammered
the chimney right through the roof and down onto his stOVe.
This is one of the damage incidents from the storm that left
a trail of death in the northeastern part of the state
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Apollo 11 Will Dominate
Television In Next Week
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK UPI - If there
is no postponement, the television networks plan extensive coverage of the Apolio ll project
to place men on the moon which
gets under way Wednesday.
Color telecast from the spacecraft are scheduled for Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and
there will be interruptions of
regular programming for progress reports at various times.
CBS starts a new variety series
starring Liberace on Tuesday
and telecasts finals of the Miss
Universe beauty pageant Saturday.
Highlights for July 13-19:

for a one-hour special reviewing
past space efforts and previewing
Apollo 11.
The Liberace Show is a onehour variety affair bowing on
CBS, replacing Red Skelton for
the summer. The pianist - host
has Jack Benny as guest.
In "It Takes A Thief" on ABC
Munday hires an oldtime safecracker who causes trouble by
stealing from a crime syndicate
boss.
NBC's Tuesday night movie
will be "Beau Geste," starring
Telly Savalas and Guy Stockwell.
CBS News has a special night
report dealing with Apollo 1L
WEDNESDAY

PANTS ON
SPACE CENTER, Houston UPI
One' of the first tucks facing
Apollo 11 astronaut Neil A. Armstrong when he reaches the surface of the moon on foot will be
to collect what the space agency
calls a "contigency sample."
The sample assures that some
lunar dirt and rock fragments
will come back to earth in a
pocket on the left leg of Armstrong's space suit.
Dr. Don L. Lind, a scientistastronaut, says the assumption
is that nomatter what happens,
"he'll always come home with
his pants on."
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U the 50 United States were
on a rigid plane floating freely
in apace, the weight of its people would balance the country
at a point 6% miles northwest
of Centralia, Ill. according to
census figures. Since 1790, the
center of population gravity has
moved west from a point 23
miles emit of Baltimore, Md.

6'7"

SPACE CENTER, Houston UPI
- While Apollo astronauts Neil A.
Armstrong and Edwin E. Aldrin
are preparing for the all important rocket firing to lift their
moon landing craft from the moon's surface, their ultimate destination *ill be in sight.
A space agency official says
If they look straight up through
the docking rendezvous window
In the top of the 'ander they will
The Dutch granted indepen- be able to see the earth during
dence to Indonesia in 1949. the first part of the rocket blast.
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SPACE CENTER, Houston UPI
The tiny television camera
Apollo 11 carries to the moon's
surface is small and light but
it was designed for men with
spacesuits on to handle.
The camera weighs 7.25 pounds and draws 6.5 watts of 2432 volts direct current power.
Its scan rate is 10 frames per
second at 320 lines per frame.
The camera body is 10.6 inches long, 6.5 inches wide and
3.4 inches deep. The lens mount
permits a crewman inapressure
suit to switch between the two
different lenses carried.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
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AREA

,MOBILE QUARANTINE FACILITY (MQF)
35 FT.

The three networks will cover
the blastoff of Apollo ll, schedulRobert H. Finch, secretary of ed at 9:32 a.m. EDT, followed
by subsequent progress reports
ha
health, education and welfare, at various times.
The "Tarzan" repeat for CBS
is scheduled for a "Face the
an episode in which young
is
Nation" interview on CBS.
The three astronauts who co- Jai faces death after being scrammanded the Apollo 8, 9 and 10 tched by a diseased jaguar.
flights will be interviewed on "Kraft Music Hall from London" on NBC is headlined by
NBC's "Meet the Press."
Carol Lawrence, Kaye Ballard
Answers"
ABC's "Issues and
interviews George C. Wallace, and Norman Wisdom.
former governor of Alabama and . The ABC movie is "Come
Blow Your Horn," starring Fra1968 candidate for president.
ABC has a one-hour documen- nk Sinatra.
tary, "Black Mood on Campus,"
More than 105,000 acres of
THURSDAY
dealing with the move for black
asparagus- are planted each year
studies programs in colleges.
The networks expect to car in the United States,
NBC's Walt Disney hour has
live
television from Apollo 11
the first half of a two-part film,
"Boomerang, Dog of Many Tal- 7:30 p.m. EDT for approximate'
The CBS movie is "UMC,"
ents." A vagabond, his trained half an hour.
starring Kim Stanley, Edward
"The
Prisoner"
repeat
on
dog and a widow are involved.
G. Robinson and Maurice Evans.
The CBS "Hee Haw" hour CBS has the prisoner on tr'
The committee entertainment
for
an
escape
attempt.
Ferlin
and
has Jerry Lee Lewis
group is featured on Dick CavThe
CBS
Thursday
night
movie
Husky as guest stars.
ett's ABC hour.
"The ABC Sunday Night Mov- will be "EasiofSudan," starring
Anthony
Quayle
and
Sylvia
Sym.
Strangelove,"
"Dr.
ie" screens
SATURDAY
"This is Tom Jones," on ABC
starring Peter Sellers and Georrepeats a show headlined by Joage C. Scott.
CBS has scheduled coverage - THE MOBILE QUARANTINE FACILITY for the Apollo 11 astronauts is loaded onto the aircraft
une Worley, Judy Carne, Millicarrier Hornet, the prime recovery ship, at Honolulu. On return from the Moon, they will
of the U. S. A. - Russia - Bricent
Martin
and
Anita
Harris.
MONDAY
• he. gy•ratitiped in it until examined for contaminants.
_ NBC offers the premiere of tish Commonwealth track and
field meet in Los Angeles.
"Dean
Martin
presents
the
GoldNBC's "Rowan and Martin's
The networks expected to have
Laugh-In" repeat is a show head- diggers," the summer replacea third telecast from Apollo 11
lined by Sammy Davis Jr., Ann ment series for Martin's program. Gail Martin, Paul Lynde from approximately 4 to 4:30
Miller and Garry Moore.
p.m. EDT.
The NBC movie is "Some Like and Lou Rawls are the top enThe Jackie Gleason hour on PEANUTS
tertainers.
Marilyn
MonIt Hot," starring
600D GRIEF, NO IT DOESN'T
I4A5 5CI-i0OL
CBS repeats a variety program
roe, Tony Curtis and Jack LeSTART UNTIL SERTEMBER
STAKTEP YET?
with Sid Caesar, Myron Cohen,
FRIDAY
mmon.
George Jessel and Titnmie RogThe CBS Jimmy Rodgers show
d'o
Live transmission from Apollo ers as guests.
presents singer Jane Powell and
The NBC movie screens "Sar11 is scheduled between 7:30 and
comedian George Carlin,
atoga Trunk," starring Ingrid
British film star Richard Att- 8 p.m. EDT.
Bergman and Gary Cooper.
The
John
Davidson
show
on
enborough is one of the guests
The Johnny Cash show on ABC
ABC has Sing Or P2111 Ank2 as
on AZICI's Dick Ca vett program.
Natures Ed Ames, the Monkees,
special guest.
410114
&
In "The Name of the Game" Joni Mitchefl and, _Roy Clark.
TUESDAY
Finals of the Miss Universe
NBC publisher Howard is
4111
.
0.±
.,464,%
beauty pageant in Miami Beach
.
411XMR
"
NBC preempts "Star Trek' kidnaped by a group of protesters against chemical warfare. are on CBS.
SUNDAY

IN SIGHT

NOW YOU KNOW

1 -Port in
play
5-Pronoun
9-Dwell
11-Protecting
cover
13-Hebrew
month
14-Nipped
16-Note of scale
17-Through
19-City in Italy
20-Crony
(coiloci.)
21-Untidy
person
23-Grain
24-Satiate
25-Mine
excavation
27-As before
29-Exist
30-Decay
3I-Small stoves
33-Girl's name
35-Arrow
poison
36 Cravat
38-God of
love
40-Youngster
41 Transactions
43-Negative
44-Printer's
measure
45-Quieted
47-A continent
(abbr
48 Keep
50-More
mournful
52 Den
53-Hawaiian
wreaths

3-Part of
face
4-Prepare for
print
5-At what
time'
6-Possessed
7-Paid notice
8-Fruit
9-Knocks
10-Habituate
11-Recoiled
12-Trick
15-Sob
18-Spun
20-Mold
,22 Be carried
24-Neckpiece
26-Edible seed
28-Anger
31-Glossy paint
32-Blemish
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33-Part of
foot (PC)
14-Loops
35-Roman road

42-Fur-bearing

mammal
45-Capuchin
monkey
46-Initials of
34th President
49-Symbol for
tantalum
51 Roman gods

37-Sick
39-Heavenly
body
41 -Mix

DOWN
1-Revolutionaries
2-Bone
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RIAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE POR SALE

NICE 5-room house at Dexter
that you can buy worth the
money, owner is selling due to
death in family, will consider
any reasonable bid.
HOUSE and 5 acres of land on
old Murray and Paris Road,
$10,900.00.
WE ALWAYS have need for
good listings. We are still selling homes in spite of the tight
money. It will pay you to check
with Ray or Hoyt Roberts at
ROBERTS REALTY regarding
_all your Real Estate needs.
Call 753-1651 or come by and
see us at 505 Main Street.
J-12-C
BY OWNER: Two houses in
Concord. One three-bedroom,
one two-bedroom. For more info/Elation call 436-2353. J-14-P
3-BEDROOM Brick Home in
Fairview Acres, large living
rocon, kitchen with G. E. Range
and nice cabinets, family room,
with sliding doors, Large ceramic bath and half, utility room,
storage, carport and electric
heat, on lot 128' x 256'. Priced
to sell, $18,500.00.
30 ACRES just west of city limits of Hazel, Kentucky, on State
highway. This is a good location for a fine home and acreage; good farm land; and is a
natural for a Subdivision Development, with water and sewerage facilities nearby. Owner
will sell one-third cash and balance on terms at the low interest rate of 6, annually. Total
price, $12,500.00.
3-BEDROOM brick on Belmont
Drive. This is an FHA built
home with living room, kitchenden, utility, large bath, tub and
shower, with these extras included: built-in G. E. range,
G. E. air-conditioner, antenna
and all draperies. Located in
Robertson School district. Price
only $17,750.00.
COMMERCIAL LOT, 4th and
Sycamore, 100' x 214' with building that could be used or moved. This is a good business location and available now. Price
814,500.00.
CATTLE FARM, 85 acres, with
50 acres fenced and sowed
down, P acres corn base, runMU water, three-fourths mile
blacktop frontage, with many
good building sites at the unbelievable low price of only
$10,500 00.
10 ACRES, near Murray, 5 acres
with trees, 5 acres open land,
all sowed down Has stock barn,
large pond stocked with fish
and is on blacktop road. Beautiful solving hille for the home
of your life. Price $9,500.00
CHOICE RESIDENTIAL Lots in
Panorama Shores;• Fairview Acres'. Hazel, Plainview Acres and
on Locust Grove road, with.and
without trees. Price $1,000.00
UP.

WE NEED listings of all kinds
of property
FULTON YOUNG Rutty, 4th
and Maple Streets, Mumy, Ky.
Office phone 753-7333. Fulton
Young, home phone, 753-4946,
R. B. Patterson home phone.
438-5697
H-J-14-C

REAL MATE KR SALE

If you are looking for a home in Robertson
School District, take a look at 1714 Keenland Road, 3 bedrooms,
central heat and air, double garage. Truly a
nice home.
We have this beautiful Tr -Level in Kingswood that
has
just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4
-bedrooms.
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Kunland at $22,000.00.
Central
heat and air, carpet, built-ins. Truly worth the
money.
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms, din, all built-ins, 2 baths,
all
carpet, even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
nice home for $24,750.
Large New Home at 1503 Story Avenue, has carpet, lots
of paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
This house has been reduced to $24,000.00.
One of Murrays most modern 3-bedroom homes on Hermitage Avenue. Lot is 140 x 315. This house has everything you could want in a modern home.
Take a look at this big colonial in Kingswood with the
white fence and large lot This home is one of hiurrays
finest and the price will suprise you.
New 3-bedroom B.V. in Kingswood for The family *Ito
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
double garage, all the extras. Just $24,500.00.
Unique Design is what you will find in Canterbury when
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
family room, double garage, carpet and tile. Notice the
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
Almost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
In Canterbury Estates. Will make you a delightful home.
. 4-bedrooms, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
the prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
seen. Loeated on Johnson between 17th and 18th Street
South.
At 503 South 7th Street, we have this 4-bedroom B.V.
full basement with fire place, built-ins, carpet and tile
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
right.
Magnolia Drive in Kunland is this extra nice 4-bedroom
brick with 2 baths and carpeted. one of the best.
On Kirkwood Drive is this large 3-bedroom home with
2 baths. Many extras make this a truly deluxe homes
Magnolia Drive in Kuneland. A 3-bedroom, 2 bath home
with all built-ins and every thing you'd need for good
In Now Providence, this lovely 7 room brick home with
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
garage. 2 baths. Price reduced and
real bargain.
Circarama in Earl Court, beautiful 3-bedroom stone,
double garage, central heat and air.
Glendale Road, lovely 3-bedroom brick, fenced yard and
real nice.
Beautiful in Kingswood. The Mac Fitts -"home, 3-bedroom brick. Delightfully different.
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
brick, 922,000.
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each side, modern and priced right.
208 South 12th, 4-bedroom brick, dining room, garage,
fireplace, 2 baths. Bargain priced.
811 North 18th Street, nice 3-bedroom brick with family
room, large ,stone fireplace. $16.800.00.
712 Main Strut, large 19 room frame home. Excellent
condition and good investment property.
Park* Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick horn*. Realy worth
the money.
Thre•-leidroorn brick on South 11th, with income apartment. Reasonable.
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bedroom brick with garage and breezeway.
Story Avenue and Shady Lane, new 2-bedroom brick, 2
baths, central heat and air. Bargain.
Meadow Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3.
bedroom, family room. Really nice and priced right.
1509 Belmont, 3-bedroom brick, central heat and air.
Nice.
Gatesborough Estates, lovely new 3-bedroom brick. Beautifully, decorated and fully carpeted.
1108 Fairlan• Drive in Circarama, 3-bedroom stone,
garage. Fine location. Moderate price.
1603 Belmont, nice 3-bedroom brick. Large family room.
Large Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
for $120.00 per month. Seperate entrance, shady lawn.
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroorn frame home on good business
lot.
One mil* North on 641, 9 acres and 4-room garage apart-ment. Good for developing.
Old 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. $8,006.
Van Cleve Road, nice 2-bedroom frame with garage.
Lynn Grove home on beautiful 1% acre lot.
121 South, 3-bedroom frame - Nice.
121 South, 2-bedroom frame. Reasonable.
Nice Business lot with SO x 100 garage building.
Fine commercial lots in different parts of town.
Several farms of various sizes.
Maple Springs Subdivision near Kenlake. Nice large lots.

r

22 acres adjoining Chandler Park. Suitable for develop
ing.
SS acres at Coldwater with 1-bedroom modern brick'
home and fine outbuildings Finest land in this county.
641 North, near Dexter, 30 acres and beautiful brick
home. On highway.
In Almo, 3-bedroom frame en 1 acre lot, also 2-bedroom
frame on % acre lot
In Kirksey, 3's acres with msdern 7 room brick home
and shop building.
We have lots of lake property, several cottages, lakefront and lake view lots Watch for our special on lake
property in Friday's paper.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estaisnucfs come by or cial GUY
SPANN RAL ESTATE AGENCY at 518 West Main, National Hotel Building Business Phone 753-7724,
Phone: Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise Baker, 753-2409:
Onyx Ray, 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
1-12C

REAL ESTATE FOR SAUD
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot All
electilc, central air and heat.
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
753-7525.
August-6-C
COMMERCIAL BUILDING for
sale or rent, MOO square feet.
Five miles out of Murray on a
main highway. Call 753-6508 or
days 753-8004.
1-11-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick home.
Central heat and air, 1 14 baths.
built-in kitchen, carpeted Uiroughout. Phone 753-4516 after
5.00 p. m.
1-14-NC
BY OWNER: 10 acre farm,
three-bedroom, with bath, airconditioning, 9' x 28' utility
room, 15' x 20 closed in porch.
Phone 492-8658
J-14-P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE POR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

GUY SPANN REALTY

SUMMER SALE

LANE PROPERTY

July 14 - 8 O'clock

Panorama Shores

60-in. DACRON
DOUBLE KNITS
Greatly Reduced!!
VOILES - LINENS
EMBROIDERIES
1/2 PRICE
Perma-Press Cotton
SUMMER SHEERS
All Greatly Reduced!

Beautiful New 3-liec om Cottage. Nice
water view.
Water View and Nioe 2-Bedroom Cottage.
All carpet, fireplace.
Large Waterfront Lot with Brick Home.
This is truly a beauty!
Another 2-Bedroom. Close to water. All
furnished and has basement.
Real Pretty New A-Frame in Woods. Niee
water -view. -Take a look at-this one.
Beautiful Stone Home on 94 near Lake.
fias central heat and air and full basement.

GUY SPANN REAL ESTATE
at 510 West Main (National Hotel Bldg.)
. Business Phone 753-7724

TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, air-conditioned, stove,
refrigerator. Couples or teachers only. Phone 753-2898.
1-15-C
FURNISHED two - bedroom
house, newly decorated, airconditioner.
Available
now.
Phone 753-2718 after 5:90
J- I.2-C

MUMMY CLUB
ESTATES

FRAMOUS five string Folk guitar with strap, case, picks and
Kapo. Phone 753-8592. .1-144
NEW KING SIZE bed and maple head board. Like new solid
oak five piece Spanish dining
roobi suite. Two 'Mid maple
Early American end tables.
Westinghouse 40 inch White
electric range. Phone 753-8420
1-15-P

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper
motorcycle, 1200 cc. Engine recently overhauled. Phone 7531-14-P
4620.

WANTED: felow ear corn delivered to Co-op Store Mill.
MAPLE Deacon's Bench, 64"
$1.50 per bushel. Needed at
long. Great for entry hall. Matonce. Calloway County Soil Imching maple Harvest table,
provement Association. Industrial Road, Phone 753-2924.
CHIHUAHUA male dog, four uses minimum space, opens to
seat ten easily. Both like new.
TFC months old. Call 7534338.
Phone 753-8416.
1-12-C
1-11-C
FOR SALE OR TRADE
TWG
GOOD
Moto
Tillers,
in
1968 SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
BY OWNER, priced right, small machine in nice desk. This ma- perfect condition. Also three
cabin on Kentucky Lake. Nice chine makes many fancy de- power mowers. All cheap. Bit.
shady lot, electricity, water and signs, buttonholes, embroider- brey's Car and Home Supply,
air-conditioning, furnished if ies, monograms, plus much 210 East Main, Phone 753-5617.
J-12-C
desired. Call 753-8629 after 6:00 more without using attachments.
1-12-P Small balance of only $54.89 PUPPY SALE.
p. m.
Healthy AKC
-I or $5.06 per month. 10 year Poodles, Pekingese, German
guarantee. For free home trial, Shepberdis --Dachshunds, Irish
call Paducah collect, 442-8605. setters. Whatever you want,
I
J-15-C can get it. Phone 753-7664.
No Jobs to Small or Large
J-12-C
1969 AUTOMATIC twin-needle
to be Appreciated
zig-zag sewing machine that A NEW Courier CB radio.
Call
Free Estimates
i sews creative designs, sews over 753-5124 before 5:00 p. m.,
or
Contact:
pins, sews on buttons, hooks, can be seen at Thomas
Honda
eyes and snaps, plus all other Sales.
1-17-C
sewing jobs without using attachments. 20-year guarantee. GOOD USED Vornado air-conPriced at only $33.95 or as lit- ditiorker• 10,000 BTU, six Years
tie as $4.19 per month. For cdd• $15•00. Ph°fle
in. and
753-6539.
free home trial call Paducah
1-14-C
5:00p.m.
collect, 442-8605.
1-15-C
ONE ELECTRIC clothes dryer,
one year old. One 30 gal. electric hot water heater, table
top. One gas cook range, price
$10.00. Phone 489-3623.
J-11-C

A. Z. FARLEY I
Phone
1B..
753
.ns,00
.

FOR SALE

Surrounded by Kingswood
Not Just A House and Lot,
But A HOME!
* 3 large Bedrooms.
* Den,'Study or Office
'
* Country Kitc'hen with Dining Area, Gas or
Electric Cooking.
* Large Separate Dining Room with Picture
Window.
* Large set-aside Living, Room with Picture
Window and 'fireplace.
* Tiled Bath.. Utility with Shower and Sink.
*•Weir-ATnged with No "Through Tratfic" in any room.
Hallway Throughout.
Big Porch.
Nice Closets.
Gas Furnace with Ducts (easy to add air
City Water.
A Good Well for Supplemental Water.New Septic-Tank. and Lines.
New Paint, etc., inside.
2,000 SQ. FT. OP' LIVING SPACE AT
$10.00 PER SQ. INCH
(ask .your -builder about that)
_
1 Full Acre Lot

King Size Lots
200 x 300

$3,000
753-0977
m-w-

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, one of
Murray's finest mobile home
parks located on N. 16th St.,
UIRVICES OFFERED
now has a limited number of
spaces available. For informaALL SMALL appliances and
tion contact 753-6565 or 753power mowers repaired, heating
7770.
1-12-C elements on electric ranges in,
UNFURNLSHED apartment; 4 your home, hand saws filed
large rooms, private bath, heat, Call 753-6067, 512 rear, South
1-111-P
water, cablevi.sion furnished. 12th.
Two blocks from court square. WILL
DO baby sitting.- Phone
Couples or teachers only, $65.00. 753-7168.
'
J-15-C
Phone 753-2690.
1TP

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick on Keeneland Drive. Extras include separate paneled
family room; carpeting through
out; avocado refrigerator, range FURNISHED apartment for colFOR ALL your crop 'Praying
and dishwasher; disposal; large lege boys. Call 753-5865
or 753- needs with Ili-Boy, see or call
landscaped lot. Under $23,000.- 5108.
Henry Armstrong, Lynn Grove,
00. Phone 753-7424.
1-11-NC
Ky. Phone 4354531.
J-11-E
CARD OF YHA/IRS
BUSH-110GGINQ. Nick Horton,
I would like to thank all my phone 753-1203..
1-11-P
friend; for the many flowers,
foods and other ways that they
have remembered me in my LIGHT HAULING, ilenesal. reIllness. I thank the Drs. and pair and odd job work. Phone
More Classifieds
nurses and especially kind 435-4483:
J-11-C
friends and regret that I cannot
on Page Ten
DOES
YOUR carpet nqed treat
write a personal thank you to
merit or cleaning° For expereach of you.
ienced rug cleaning 'call 753Mrs. Pearl Jones
1-14-P
ITC 6051

CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express our
Appreciation to our friends and
neighbors for every act of kindneas extended to us during the
• lness and death of our aunt
and sister Willie Jetton. We .•
would like to my a special
thank you to Doctor Scarbrough
and Doctor Clark and to the
nurses and aides on the fourth 'floor of the Murray Hospital
who were se attentive to her
during her stay there. To Brother Dossie Wheatley, Brother
Ed Glover and to the BlalockColeman Funeral Home, we will
ever be grateful for services
rendered. May God bless each
of you. \
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd
and Children
Mr. and Mrs. Gerie Cole
and Children
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Jetton
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cain
1TP

More Classiflads
on Page
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Room for Another Heusi
Drains in al,1 directions. Many treees,-ahrubs,
flowers, Cie., including 3 giant maple&
MA,EtKET VALUE FOR LOT Lri THIS AREA
-$5-i000: WE writ orvg-iT
THE HOUSE BUYER AS ,A BpNus
Ask Your Developer About That!
,
OWNER WIL LFINANCE UP TO 40%
AT 11%,inpuisr.-...
Ask- Your Banker About That!
Consider Taking Lots In Trade -

- INIII

Buy This Month From Owner
and Save Agent's Fee!
Contact

Jim Cullivan
Parts; Tennessee
- 901-642-4267
Catfish - Broasted Chicken and Sea
Foods
Dinners - Short Orders

GET RID OF

PESTS

ROACHES
. Carry Germs
SPIDERS
••• Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Limally owned and operated. for 30 years. We can be
reached 34 hours a day.
Call Today For FREE
Inspection
Plume 7534914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Buil4ers
Association. LCP•196

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 753-3114
Lecesed 100 he. 1316
H

it.

41

ANTENNA and Rotor, $50.00.,
Phone 753-4518 after 5:00 p. m.
J-14-NC

New Concord Bead
Phone 753-3175

WANTED TO BUY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call

Also New

McCuiston
Auto Electric

IL

TWO - BEDROOM apartment.
Air-conditioner, carpets, eleto BARGAIN for the week, 2-bedtric kitchen, carport. Call 713- room brick, carport, central
8675.
TFC heat and air-conditioning with
lot size 130' x 130', one extra
10' WIDE air-conditioned trail- lot 106' x,130' valued at $2400.00.
er. Phone 753-2930 after 4:00 in Westwood Subdivision. Price
p. m. Will accept girls. Bran- $18,000.00.
don Dill.
TFC 3-BEDROOM brick, 1618 ParkONE AND two-bedroom furn- lane Drive, wall-to-wall carpetished apartments on South 16th. ing, baseboard heat and air-conZimmerman Apartments. Phone ditioning, reduced from $21,500
to $20,500.
753-6609.
3-BEDROOM brick, 1635 CataON KENTUCKY LAKE a three- lina Drive, central heat and airbedroom furnished house. Phone conditioning, wall-to-wall car.
436-2323.
J-11-C peting, 2 full ceramic tile baths,
built-in range and oven, carTRAILERS. One 10 ft. wide, port, price reduced $21,500 to
. two-bedroom, air - conditioned, $20,500.
I carpeted, automatic
washer. ONE-BEDROOM brick with cenPrivate lot. Rent $75.00 per tral heat- Ind
on Catlin,;
month. One 8 ft. wide, two-bed- Drive, Priced $15,000.00.
room, air-conditioned.
Rent 2-BEDROOM lake type cottage
$50.00 per month. Phone 489- in Kenniana Shores, partly fin3623.
1-11-C ished, $6500.00.
97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles cut
50' a 10' HOUSE Trailer. Airconditioning. 2'S miles from of Murray with 9-bedroom
frame and a extra basement
Murray. $70 a month rent.
with living quarters, priced $16,Phone 753-6231.
J-11-C 000.00.
LARGE six-room apartment. FOR ANY OR ALL your real
Also 40' x 40' business space estate needs call or see FREEwith good parking area. Con- MAN JOHNSON, Realtor, Southtact Farm Bureau, 753-4703 or side Shopping Center, Murray,
435-4892.
1-17-C
J-114 Ky, Phone 753-2731.
AIR-CONDITIONED trailer on
shady lot. Near University
Phone 753-1203.
1-11-P

x 12' PONTON with cabin,
couch sink, table, cabinets, comode, and 50 H. P. Evinrude,
with 30 gallon gas tank. Call'
1-14-P-.
753-6842.

L ACK TOP PAVINC

Guy Spann, home phone, 753-2587; Louise
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 753-8919:
Gary Young, 753*-8109.

FOR RENT

v,

AIR
COMPRESSORS

Mi. South of Murray
Hwy. 611

Pine Bluff Shores

MASSEY TURGUSON bay baler
end New-Rolland rake in geed
condition. Can be seen after
4:30 p.m. or call Puryear 3473940. John McCuiston, Puryear
1I/NC
Route I.

NEW HEAVY DUTY moon,
&SHP gear box, stump jumper
and solid tail wheeL Heavy enough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
enough to cut your lawn. 3'
pick-up models, $325.00. Also
4' pick-up and 5' pull models.
1959 GMC 8-cylinder pickup, Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892.
July 12Z
Fleet Side, new paint, excellent
condition, cheap. Also trailer
thrill the
for rent, 10' x 52', air condi- BRACE yourself for a
Lustre
tioned, good downtown loca- first time you use Blue
electric
rugs.
Rent
clean
to
tion. Baxter Bilbrey, phone 753shampooer $1. Big K. 1-12-C
5617 or 753-1257.
1-11-C
DALMATION PUPPIES for sale.
Excellent bloodlines. A.KC Registered. Telephone 842-3151,
FOR SALE
1-12-NC
Paris, Tennessee.
Used & Reconditioned

NESBITT'S
Fabric Shop

'71:

Real Nice 2-Red*ooni. Has fireplaces, on
nice waterfront lot.
MANY OTHER WATERFRONT FATS!
2-Bcidroom Cottage on nice lot. Plenty
of shade. Priced right.
Three Trailers on Good Lots. Just right for
weekend or for fishing.
Canton Shores. Beautiful waterfront and
waterview lots.
Maple Springs Subdivision. Nicii-large- lots
on 94 East near lake.. •
-Kentucky Lake 'Development. 2-nite cottales. New and only $5,000.00 each.
For All your Real Estate Reeds_
_ Coine
,-

POE SALE

POR SAUI

ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- KITCHEN WARES, dishes, pots,
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. pains, vases, etc., yard mowers
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, used, books, small electrical apLynnville, Ky.
August-12-C pliances including deep fat cook"BELTONE factory fresh hear- er, waffle, grill, can opener, accordian with music $65.00, Bell
ing aid batteries for all make tyre $50.00, flute
$35.00, hand
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
tools, folding chairs, yard
H-1TO chairs, yard
tools, odd items.
Cash sales. No refunds or exchanges. 809 Vine Street, July
11 and 12, hours nine a. m. to
four p. m.
1-11-P

Th
FOUR BEDROOMS, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, living room, dining roam, utility, kitchen, and
a tremendous amount of storage
space. This lovely holm Woo
has central heat and Mr and
a larger than average lot. Owner is leaving town and it's priced to sell.
BRAND NEW three-bedroom
brick has two baths, kitchen
with built in range, carpeting
throughout, den, living room,
entrance hall, carport, and central heat and air. It's priced at
a bargain.
ONLY one year old and just
like new is this three-bedroom
house. It has an extra large
den, two baths, kitchen with
all Tappan appliances, utility
room, carport, carpeting, central air and heat. It might just
suit you.
TWO-BEDROOM house located
at Almo Heights. It is nice in
every way and has city water
and gas, new gas furnace, large
kitchen and dining area and is
ready to sell for less than $8,600.00.
ON SHARPE Street just east
of 12th Street is a small 2-bed.
room frame house with gas
heat, hardwood floors, possession with deed, $8,000.00.
ON NORTH 19th Street we have
a nice 3-bedroom brick, only 4
years old../.1.as extra large family room,tir-conditioner, range,
newly decorated. Possession
within 1 week. Owners have left
town and want a bid.
LARGE 3-bedroom brick on 1
sere lot located in sight of the
University. Has den, fireplace,
central gas heat, nice storage
house, good well, lot la
enough for another house or
house trailer and still have
large garden, $21,000.00. Possession with deed.
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SEEN & HEARD . ..

call him.

Only one street thus far has the
money in Residents on each
side of the street pay a third
were horses Instead of dogs, each and the city pays a third
then something would be done plus the intersections.
right away. However loose dogs
in general cause a lot of damage. In addition to inconveniencing folks just out walking,
they form a constant hazard to
the bicyclist, and motorcyclist, Federal State Market News
and brother they really can foul Service 7-11-69 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
up shrubs.
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
A person's own dogs do enough Receipts 964 Head, Barrows and
damage around the yard, but Gilts Steady; Sows, Steady.
we can put up with this if we in- US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.50-26.00,
Few 1-2 $26.25.
sist on owning a dog, but when
dogdom in general visits your US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.00-25.50;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.50-25.00;
yard, this is too much.
US 34 250-280 lbs $24.00-24-50;
Slight error in the editorial SOWS:
column today. The bridge in US 1-2 270-350 lbs $20.75-21.50;
atiestion does have three spanns, US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.00-20.75;
but the center span is an 18 US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.00-20.00.
foot'spann, not a twenty foot
sperm.
STOP THAT ITCH:
IN JUST 15 MINUTES.
Folks who want their street pav- If not pleased. your 48c back at any
drug counter. Apply quick -drying
ed for the first time, should ITCH-ME-NO
T day or night for ecsal
Insect bites, toe itch, other surget their money up and in to ac• ashes.
Anesthetic
action quiets
f
the City Clerk. If you want the itch g in minutes. Antiseptic cation
particulars on the procedure kills germs to speed healing. NOW
at Stielland Drug Co.
(Continued From Page 1)

Federal Hog
Market Report

Continuod Trom Pileei Nine
HELP WANTED

AUTOS POE SALE

AVON: If you need a good steady income, but can only work
part-time, sell Avon cosmetics.
Experience unnecessary. Call
7534539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
42064.
H4-11-C

1862 CHEVROLET Biscayne,
two-door with luggage carrier.
J-12-C
Phone 436-2194.

Approval On

Several Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

(Continued From Paw 1)
structed near the present ones.
1968 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88.
He also said that if the new
Several persons were charged,
gon 1969 Buick Wildcat. Gold units are approved for the Comwith beige vinyl roof. Factory mission, added funds would he entered pleas of guilty, and
air and power. Cain and Tay- forthcoming for enlargement of were fined in the City Court of
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th the Community Center located City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week. Reand Main.
J-14-C on Ellis Drive.
cords show the following ocWANTED
Ten percent of the income curred:
1967 CHEVELLE two-door straU. S. ARMY, VIENAM (AHTNC) - Army Malor
D E. Wrye, speeding, fined
Charles L. Larimer, (right), son of Mr. and Mrs.. Lowell .1.
ight shift. 1967 Chrysler New from the housing goes to the
Yorker with factory air and local school system. The schools $15.00 costs $4.50.
Lorimer, 805 Olive Street, Benton, receives the Bronze Star
L. C. Jones, speeding, fined
power. Blue with black vinyl received $4,000 this year he
Modal and 1st Oak Leaf Cluster during ceremonies In Viethousing
before
the
said,
and
$15.00 .costs $4.50.
roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Stanam, Jun• 14.
Apply In Person or
tion. Corner of 8th and Main. was constructed the schools re- .B. R. Thorn, driving while
Congratulating him is General R. Wetherill, commandIntoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
J-14-C ceived $68 in taxes.
ing general, IV Corps, Delta Military Assistance Command.
Phone 474-2228
The council approved the re- $4.50, no operator's license, finMai. Larimer, 37, received Ph. award for outstanding
1966 CHEVY II Nova station quest of the Commission to ed $100.00 costs $4.50, for a
meritorious
service while serving as deputy assistant chief
wagon, V-8 automatic. 1965 apply for the fifty additional total of $209.00, given twenty
HOLIDAY
of staff for operations.
Buick LaSabre, 4-door sedan. units. The Housing Commission days in city jail, suspended
on
His wife, Joann., lives at 501 North 16th, Murray.
RESTAURANT
Local car. Cain and Taylor is composed of W. G. Nash, condition he not be back in
this,
S. Army PhotoA
MU Station. Corner of 6th and Chairman: E. W. Riley, Vice- court- far remainder of'
year
at Aurora
Main.
J44C Chairman; L W. Paschall, Bu- 1969.
ford Hurt and Mayor Holmes
S. L. Barnett, reckless drivAi 12c
1.966 PLYMOUTH Fury I. Four Ellis.
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
door sedan. Local car. 1965 The other public hearing was
K. E. Payne, disregarding
VACANCIES at Comstock High Ford Falcon, four door sedan. on the rezoning of the West- stop sign, fined $15.00 (sofas
School, Comstock, Michigan. Six cylinder straight shift. Cain view Nursing Home lot from 84501. Chemistry, physics, electric• and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- R-2 to R-4. Under R-2 regulatJ. W. Wilson, public drunkenSeveral cases have been disity, combination teacher. 2. er of 6th and Main.
J-14-C ions the nursing home could new, given ten days
in City posed of in the Calloway County
General math and science teachfacilities. The Jail.
expand
its
not
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
er. 3. Speech, English, Journal- 1963 OLDSMOBILE F-85 sta- home plans on expanding to
J. E. Garland, public drunkenism combination teacher. 4. As- tion wagon. 1963 Chevrolet Im- provide 88 additional beds, fif- ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
sistant Band director. Salary pala 4-door sedan. Cain and ty more in front of the present
BENTON, Ky., July 10-An apLonnie Tucker, public drunArthur Lee Williams, South peal to the three-district reapscheduled: BA Degree, $7,200.- Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of structure and thirty eight at kenness, given ten
days in City Fulton, Teen., public drunkenJ-14-C
00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree, 6th and Main.
portionment plan for Marshall
the rear of the present building Jail..
ness, given five days in jail at County has been
$7,776.00 to $13,248.00. If inreapproved
the
The council
turned down in
R.
D.
Wilson,
public
drunkenhard labor; State Police.
terested, contact Mr. Howard 1963 FORD Fairlane 500. Four commendation of the Planning ress, fined $15.00
Marshall County Circuit Court.
costs $4.50.
door
sedan.
Chevrolet
Bel
1962
Markham,
Joseph
Judy,
J. Ewles, Principal, Comstock,
Commission to rezone the area.
Ron Rodgers, petty larceny,
In handing down the judgAir. Two door sedan, 6-cylinder
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Michigan 49041.
Harold Beaman, general man- fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
ment, Circuit Judge James Lasautomatic. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Slate
$18.00;
Police.
W. L. Stout, Jr., petty lar•
WANTED: Female to operate Station. Corner of 6th and Main. ager of the Nursing Home Wra.3
Darla W. Griffin, Wingo, siter ruled that substantial compresent and explained the dea checkout machine; some ofJ-14-C sire of the firm for the rezon- ceny, fined $50.00 costs $4.o0. speeding, fined $10.00 costs pliance had been met in followD. K, Jones, speeding, fined 318.00;
fice filing and general work in
ing the laws regarding reapporState Police.
stocking merchandise. Apply in 1962 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door ing. No one was present to $15.00 coAs $4.50.
Edward A. Schwartz, Sparta, tionment.
opposition
move.
speak
the
in
to
hardtop
with
air
and
power.
J. D. Wheatley, no operator's Ill., fishing illegal,
person. No phone oalle. Callofined $15.00
One of the major arguments
way County Soil Improvement Local car. 1961 Buick Special, The quarterly report of City license, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. costs $18.00; Department
o f made by a seven-member citi4-door sedan. Automatic. Pow- Judge Jake Dan indicated the
G. E. Roseberry, reckless driv- Fish and Wildlife.
Associat1on. Industrial Road.
zens committee was that sufer steering. Cain and Taylor following was received by his ing, fined $15.00 costs $4_50.
TPC Gulf Station.
Jake Barnett, Murray, told ficient notice had not been given
Corner of 6th and office: miscellaneous fines $7,
R. D. Hale, speeding, fined checking,
fined $10.00 costs prior to the reapportionment of
Main.
028.29, costs $1,080.00, meter $10.00 costs $4.50.
$25.00; Sheriff.
.
the county from five to three
violations $1,258.00 for a total
D. L Wells, speeding, fined
1963 PONTIAC station wagon of $9,352.29 for the quarter.
Johnny C. Kelso, Lynn Grove districts.
HELP
costs
$10.00
$4.50.
with factory air and power.
Route One, speeding, fined
A feasibility study will be
However, Judge Lassiter noted'
R. P. Hodges. speeding, fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State PoNine passenger. 1961 Ford sta- made with the Murray Electric
WANTED
the group made no contention
$10.00 costs $4.50.
tion wagon. Cain and Taylor System on a combined
lice.
billing
B. C. Edwards, speeding, fin- •Joe Janes, Hazel, driving that any interested citizens did
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and system. The
Triangle Restaurant
move has been ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
Main.
while intoxicated, fined $100.00 not have actual notice of the proJ-14-C studied for some time by the
Waitress
B. W. Drew, reckless driving, costs $13.00; State Police.
city
will
and
result
a
ceedings and each member of
person
in
1968
Grill Cook
OLDSMOBILE Deta 88.
fined $15.0 costs $4.50.
.
James Cotham, Nashville,
Power steering, brakes, air. getting one bill for all of his
Dish Washer
J. N. Eldridge, unnecessary Tenn., public drunkenness, fin- the citizens groups had ample
notice since they employed legal
1966 Volkswagen. Phone 753- utilities. The utilities will be wise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff
Apply in Person,
1533.
counsel to fight the action.
J-14-P itemized separately on the same
S. J. Simpson, no operator's
Mclvin
Walton, Nashville
bill.
license, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Tenn., public drunkenness, finThe appeal to the three-district
So. 12th., or Call 7534953.
1962 FORD station wagon counSome type of computer type
G.
J.
Bond, reckless driving, ed $40.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff plan was filed in Circuit Court
1try sedan. Good condition. mschine has also been studied
fined V4.00 costs $4.50.
J-11-C Phone 753-6170.
Gary A. Bogard, Murray in March. Heading the fight
.1-14-C by the council and the conJ. T. Brandon, drinking alco- Route Two, driving while intox- against the plan was Earnie
census is that • possibly a high holic beverages in
I BY
public, fined icated, fined $100.00 costs
OWNER: 1966 Chevrolet
Briensburg, who was a maglevel accounting machine with $15.00 costs
WANTED: Service station at- e
$4.50.
Caprice four door hardtop. Powisterial candidate in the May pri$13.00; State Police.
a
memory
bank
might
be
the
tendant at Texaco Station 15th r and air. Would trade
M. W. Cauley, two counts of
Norbert E. Cichon, Chicago, mary.
for first step toward moving
toward drinking alcoholic beverages in
and Main. Phone 753-9121.
Volkswagen. Phone 489-2303.
Ill., fishing without a license,
Had the three-district p 1 a n
the use of a computer for the public, fined $30.00
J-12-C ,
costs $9.00. fined $15.00 costs $18.00; De- been overruled
.1-14-C city.
by Judge LassiJ. F Pratt, petty larceny, fin- partment of Fish and Wildlife.
ATANTED, someone for general
ter, it would have meant tha'
Such a machine is within the ed $50.00 costs $4.50.
Paul R. Taylor, Berwyn,
office wort with accounting
financial capabilities of the city
LOST a FOUND
D. M. Washburn, drinking al- fishing without a license, fined the boundaries would have hac
background. Write giving full
to been redrawn and another
and savings are expected to be coholic beverages in public, fin$15.00 costs $18.00; Department election
resume to P. 0. Box 32 K, Mur- LAST: Man's Omega watch at effected through
held since the May pricombined
ed
bill$15.00
costs
$4.50.
of Fish and Wildlife.
ray, Ky.
.1-14-C Ken-Lake beach. Reward offermary was conducted on the
J. F. Williams, going wrong
Rodney T Tidwell, Farminged. Phone 762-2423.
.1-14-P ing. A committee in the coun- way on one way
street, fined ton Route Two, speeding, fined premise of the three-district
cil will work with the Electric S10.00 costs
plan.
suspended.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Police.
WANTED TO RENT
***
System committee toward this B. F.
The ruling by Judge Lassitez
Williams, improper reJohn Glover, Almo Route
Wash floors before waxing. end. The Council Committee is gistration, fined $15.00 costs One, permitting unlicensed op- followed one by County Judge
WANTED: two or three room
small furnished apartment for Only a surface which has been composed of Richard Tuck, Leo- 44.50.
erator, fined $10.00 costs $18. Pal Howard, who ruled the three
nard Vaughn, Heron West and
S. C. Moss, speeding, fined 00; State Police.
district plan valid following a
one person. Close to downtown. thoroughly cleaned with soap or Mayor Ellis.
$10.00 costs $4.50.
Phone 753-1632.
day-long
hearing.
J-14-P detergent suds provides a good
Gerald
Richardson,
Murray
Councilman Leonard Vaughn R.
A. Motley, speeding, fined Route Two, driving while intoxiAs a result of the ruling by
base for a new finish.
reported to the council that the
$15.00 costs $4.50.
cated, fined $100.00 costs $13.00, Judge Lassiter, the new districts
new Bee Creek Sewer line is
driving while license revoked, are:
moving along rapidly. He refined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
-District 1, including Hardin
ported that funds will probably
- Ross, Olive, Brewers, South
be needed before the bonds are
Charles T Norwood, Hardin Marshall and South Benton presold and asked for permission
Route One, speeding, fined chicts with 3,877 voters.
for the Murray Water and Sew$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-District 2, including West
er System to borrow up to
lice.
$100,000 as needed, to meet obBenton, North Benton, West MarAnnie J. Ogburn, Hopkins- shall, Draffenville, and Briensligations of constructing the
ville,
speeding fined $100(s burg precincts with 3,899 voters.
line.
new
approval
This
was
givAran.W.4.
costs $18.00; State Police.
en.
--,-District 3, including Sharpe,
4
Robert Kirk, Murray, pulf.lc Palma, Gilbertsville Little
No parking for the length of
,
Cydrunkenness
given
,
five days press and Calvert City No.
Twelfth Street was discussed
"Thdialas
1
and
A 62-year-old McCracken Coun- in jail at hard labor; Sheriff.
last night and a recommendatNo. 2 with 3,850 voters.
George Weeks, Murray, pubion will be made at the next ty man was shot to death about
The difference between the
drunkenness
lic
noon
.
Thursday
given
five
days
and his daughtermeeting by Mayor Ellis and the
high and low number of regisjail
at hard labor; Sheriff.
in-law was taken into custody In
Street Committee.
Darrell Edward Hopkins, Ben. tered voters is 118 or a deviation
The Murray Natural Gas and later released pending the
of about one per cent. By law, a
Committee was given permiss- outcome of a coroner's inquest ton Route Three, speeding, fined
$10.00
costs
$18.00; State Po- 10 per cent margin of deviation
ion to take bids on a carload of next week.
is permitted.
lice.
one inch gas pipe.
James Harley Cole, Old Cairo
Prior to the reapportionment,
James
Hampton,
Kirkwood,
Road, was shot to death with a
the number of registered voters
.25-calibre automatic pistol after Mo., grand larceny, stealing per district ranged from
a high
he had entered the house of his from public building, possess- of 3,753
to a low of 1,151 persons.
ion of burglary tools, posted
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Jean Cole,
bond in amount of $10,000.00 to
30, Apperson Road near Kevil.
appear before September 1069
McCracken County Coroner Grand Jury; Sheriff.
John Barker said Cole died as a
Mary
Frances
Hampton,
result of "five or Six. bullet Kirkwood, Mo., possession of
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 10 - wounds in his side. An
autopsy burglary tools, grand larceny, (Continued From Page 1)
It was announced here today has been ordered and the
coro- being accessory after the fact of
that Hal Perry, a Benton con- ner's jury will meet next
Mon- stealing from public building, his judgment on how long t
tractor, has bought the Mayfield day or Tuesday to decide
whet posted bond in amount of $4,- board the animal before d
Shopping Plaza from Barton's charges, if any, should be 000.00 to appear before Septem- stroying it, if it is not picked
Incorporated.
up.
brought against Mrs. Cole, Bark- ber 1969 Grand Jury; Sheriff.
The sale price was, AM ft er said.
Jack Henry, Princeton, grand
The drawing of such an ornounCed, but the estimated value
Mrs. Cole was brought into larceny, stealing from a public dinance has become necessary
building, and possession of because of the large number of
of the property is about $3 mil- the county attorney's
office and
lion.
questioned by County Attorney burglary tools, posted bond in dogs roaming the city, apparamount of $10,000.00 to appear ently under the control of no
Perry has held an option for Andrew Palmer and
Barker. she before September 1969 Grand one.
the purchase of the plaza since was later released
without any Jury; Sheriff.
The ordinance apparently will
Wirth. He stated that no fi- charges placed against her.
Christina M. Bailey, Padte not : be voted on at the next
nancial problems were involved
Barker said Mrs. Cole told sah, speeding. finecip$10.00
costs meeting, however a sample orin the transaction.
him that she. was in the bed- 118.00; Stete Police.
dinance will be presented for
around town. You see more .
,
Perry assumed all assets, room with her two
children when
Ricki R. Key, Louisville, cold discussion.
V Javelins on the street these days. That's
debts and liabilities of the plaza the father-in-law came
into the checkfng, fined $18.00 costs
which opened in August, 1966.
' because more and more smart people
house and began Cursing her.
825.00; Sheriff:
NEW BIBLE PRINTED
are swinging to Javelin.
It. was then, Barker said, she aa----LONDON this --- A modern
...._
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DOG ORDINANCE ..
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COLOR TV
...always brings you
perfect pictures
AUTOMATICALLY!
Instant Automatic Color-perfected and first introduced
by Magnavox in 1964-is the most important advancement in Color TV! Just turn your Magnavox on-it fine
tuna itself automatically, giving you a perfectly tuned
picture that stays precise-on every channel, every time!
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Mediterranean model 6.906 with
Instant Automatic Color and all the
other fine-performance features
detailed below. Also available in
Contemporary and Colonial styles.

Today's Biggest Picture in
space-saving tine turitute
Thrilling 295 sq. in. screen,--plus the beauty and
charm of authentically designed cabinets that require
/ho more space than most "small-screen compacts".
With Brilliant C9lor, Chromatone for depth and dimension, Quick-On pictures that flash-to-life in seconds,
and Space-age Bonded Circuitry for famous Magnavox
lasting reliability. Why trot enjoy your favorite programs and exciting sports events in the best way possible-on a magnificent Magnavox!

SUMMER
VALUE!
Complete with
MOBILE CART
NOW ONLY

$29999

,.. •
].>
Wherever you go-thii ruggedly -built
portable will
bring you all the thrills of your favorite shows
and summer sports events in vivid color! Its 117 sq. in.
screen is
15 sq in. larger than most other portables
Model 6000,
with telescoping dipole antenna, many other
quality
features Ideal for tables, too- the perfect second
set-
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